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2
THE HISTORY OF THE THEORY
OF HUMAN PROPORTIONS
AS A REFLECTION OF
THE HISTORY OF STYLES

Studies on the problem of proportions are generally received
with skepticism or, at most, with, little interest. Neither attitude is surprising. The mistrust is based upon the fact that
the investigation of proportions all too frequently succumbs to
the temptation of reading out of the objects just what it has
the indifference is explained by the modern,
into

them;
a work of art is something utterly
subjective viewpoint that
this
irrationaL A modern spectator, still under the influence of

put

Romantic interpretation of

art, finds it uninteresting, if

not

the historian tells him that a rational system
of proportions, or even a definite geometrical scheme, underlies this or that representation.
Mstorian
Nevertheless, it is not unrewarding for the art
that he limit himself to positive data and be willing
distressing,

when

(provided

work with meager rather than dubious material) to examine
the history of canons of proportions. Not only is it important

to

or periods of art did or did
particular artists
not tend to adhere to a system of proportions, but the how
of their mode of treatment is of real significance. For it would
per se are
be a mistake to assume that theories of
to

know whether

proportions

a fundamental differconstantly one and the same. There is
ence between the method of the Egyptians and the method of
of Leonardo and the proPolyclitus, between the procedure
cedure of the Middle Ages a difference so great and, above

of such a character, that it reflects the basic differences between the art of Egypt and that of classical antiquity, between the art of Leonardo and that of the Middle Ages. If, in
all,

55

2

56

The History

of the Theory of

Human

Proportions

considering the various systems of proportions known to us,
wo try to understand their meaning rather than their apnot so much on the solution
pearance, if we concentrate
arrived at as on the formulation of the problem posed, they
will reveal themselves as expressions of the same "artistic intention" (KunstwoUen) that was realized in the buildings,

sculptures

and paintings of a given period

or

a given

artist

The history

of the theory of proportions is the reflection of tih.e
history of style; furthermore, since we may understand each
other unequivocally when dealing with mathematical formula-

may even be

tions, it

looked upon as a reflection which often

surpasses its original in clarity. One might assert that the
theory of proportions expresses the frequently perplexing concept of the Kunstwollen in clearer or, at least, more definable

fashion than art

itself.

a theory of proportions, if we are to begin with a
definition, we mean a system of establishing the mathematical

i

By

relations

between the various members of a

living creature, in

particular of human beings, in so far as these beings are
thought of as subjects of an artistic representation. From this
definition we can foresee on what varied paths the studies of

proportions could travel.

The mathematical

relations could

be

expressed by the division of a whole as well as by the multiplication of a unit; the effort to determine them could be

guided by a desire for beauty as well as by an interest in the
"norm," or, finally, fay a need for establishing a convention;
and, above all, the proportions could be investigated with reference to the object of the representation as wel as with reference to the representation of the object. There is a great
difference between the question: "What is the normal relationship between the length of the tipper arm and the length
of the entire body in a person standing quietly before me?"

and the question: "How shall I scale the length of what corresponds to the upper arm, in relation to the length of what
corresponds to the entire body, on my canvas or block of

The first is a question of
a question whose answer precedes

marble?"

second

whose

"objective" proportions

the artistic activity.

a question of "technical" proportions
answer lies in the artistic process itself;
is

The

a question
and it is a

as a Reflection of the History of Styles

question
theory of

57

be posed and resolved only where the
coincides with (or is even subservient
proportions

that can

to) a theory o

construction.

There were, therefore, three fundamentally different possiThis
bilities of pursuing a "theory of human measurements."
either at the establishment of the "objective**
theory could aim
without troubling itself about their relation to

proportions,
the "technical"; or at the establishment of the "technical" prowithout troubling itself about their relation to the
portions,
it could consider itself exempt from
"objective"; or, finally,
either choice, viz., where "technical" and "objective" pro-

with each other.

portions coincide
This last-mentioned possibility
1
once: in Egyptian art.

was

realized, in

pure form,

only

There are three conditions which hinder the coincidence
art
of "technical" and "objective" dimensions, and Egyptian

so far as special circumstances did not create ephemeral
nullified, or, better yet, completely

exceptions-fundamentally
three. First, the fact that within an organic body
ignored, all
each movement changes the dimensions of the moving limb
the
as well as those of the other parts; second, the fact that
in accordance with normal conditions of vision, sees the
artist,

the fact that a potensubject in a certain foreshortening; third,
foreshortential beholder likewise sees the finished work in a

with sculptures placed above
for by a deliberate depareye level), must be compensated

ing which,

if

considerable

(e.g.,

from the objectively correct proportions.
Not one of these conditions obtains in Egyptian art. The
which correct the visual impression of
"optical refinements"

ture

the beholder (the temperaturae upon which, according to
work depends) are
Vitruvius, the "eurhythmic" effect of the
The movements of the figures
as a matter of

principle.
rejected
are not organic but mechanical, i.e., they consist of purely
local changes in the positions of specific members, changes
neither the form nor the dimensions of the rest of the

affecting

body.

And even

accomplishes by

which
foreshortening (as well as modeling,
shade what foreshortening achieves
light and

this phase. Both paintdeliberately rejected at
1
Asia
And, to a certain extent, in the stylistically analogous art of
and archaic Greece.

by design) was
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ing and relief and for this reason neither is stylistically
different from the other in Egyptian art renounced that ap-

parent extension of the plane into depth which is required by
optical naturalism (<TKiaypa4>la) ; and sculpture refrained from
that apparent flattening of the three-dimensional volumes
which is required by Hildebrand's principle of Reliefhaftigkeit.

In sculpture, as in painting and relief, the subject is thus represented in an aspect which, strictly speaking, is no aspectus

but a geometrical plan. All the parts of the
human figure are so arrayed that they present themselves
either in a completely frontal projection or else in pure pro2
file.
This applies to sculpture in the round as well as to the
two-dimensional arts, with the one difference that sculpture in
the round, operating with many-surfaced blocks, can convey
to us all the projections in their entirety but separated from
each other; whereas the two-dimensional arts convey them
incompletely, but in one image: they portray head and limbs
in pure profile while chest and arms are rendered in pure front
("view") at

all,

view.

In completed sculptural works (where all the forms are
rounded off) this geometrical quality, reminiscent of an archi-

not so evident as in paintings and reliefs; but we
can recognize from many unfinished pieces that even in sculpture the final form is always determined by an underlying
geometrical plan originally sketched on the surfaces of the
block. It is evident that the artist drew four separate designs
tect's plan, is

2

A

notable exception can be observed, as far as painting and relief
are concerned, only at the portion above the hip; but even here
we are not faced with a genuine foreshortening, i.e., the naturalistic

rendering of a portion of the body "in movement"; rather we are
confronted with a graphic transition between the frontal elevation
of the chest and the profile elevation of the legs a form that resulted almost automatically when these two elevations were joined
by contours. It was left to Greek art to repkce this graphic configuration by a form expressing actual torsion, that is to say, a
"change" effecting a fluid transition between two "states": as Greek
mythology cherished metamorphosis, so did Greek art stress those
transitional or, as Aristoxenus would say, ^critical** movements
which we are wont to designate as contrapposto. This is especially
evident in reclining figures; compare, e.g., the Egyptian Earth-God
Keb with such figures hurled to the ground as the Giants in the
*
pediment of the Second Temple of Athena."
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(supplementing them on
occasion by a fifth, viz., by the ground plan entered on the
3
upper, horizontal surface); that he then evolved the figure
by working away the surplus mass of stone so that the form

on the

vertical surfaces of the block

was bounded by a system of planes meeting at right angles
and connected by slopes; and that, finally, he removed the
sharply defined edges resulting from the process (Fig. 17).
In addition to such unfinished pieces, there is a sculptor's

working drawing, a papyrus formerly in the Berlin Museum,
that illustrates the mason-like method of these sculptors even
more clearly: as if he were constructing a house, the sculptor

drew up plans for his sphinx in frontal elevation, ground plan
and profile elevation (only a minute portion of this last is
preserved) so that even today the figure could be executed
4
according to plan (Fig. 18 ).

Under these circumstances the Egyptian theory

of proportions could, as a matter of course, dispense with the decision
7
whether it aimed at establishing the "objective* or the "techni-

purported to be anthropometry or
theory of construction: it was, necessarily, both at the same
time. For to determine the "objective*' proportions of a subto reduce its height, width and depth to measurable
ject, i.e.,
cal" dimensions,

whether

it

magnitudes, means nothing else but ascertaining
sions in frontal elevation, side elevation

and ground

its

dimen-

plan.

And

since an Egyptian representation was limited to these three
plans (except that the sculptor juxtaposed while the master of

a two-dimensional
tions could not

but

art fused them), the "technical" proporbe identical with the "objective/* The rela-

tive dimensions of the natural object, as contained in the front

elevation, the side elevation

and the ground plan, could not

but coincide with the relative dimensions of the

artifact: if

the Egyptian artist assumed the total length of a human figure
to be divided into 18 or 22 units and, in addition, knew that
the length of the foot amounted to 3 or
8

3/2

such

units,

and the

The ground plan was necessary where the main dimensions

of the

were horizontal rather than vertical, as in representations
animals, sphinxes, or reclining humans, and in groups composed

figure

several individual figures.
Amtliche Berichte aus den kaniglichen Kunstsammlungen,

*

1917,

col.

105

ff.

(Borchardt).

of
of

XXXIX,

The

z
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knew what magnitudes he had

ground or on the surfaces of

his painting

his

block.

From many examples preserved

to us 6

we know

that the

Egyptians effected this subdivision of the stone or wall surface by means of a finely meshed network of equal squares;

they employed not only for the representation of human
beings but also for that of the animals which pky so prominent
this

art. 7

a role in their
understood

tem

if

The purpose

we compare

of squares

it

used by the

be best

of this network will

with the deceptively similar sys-

modem

artist to transfer his

com-

from a smaller to a larger surface (mise au carreau).
While this procedure presupposes a preparatory drawingin
itself bound to no quadrature on which horizontal and vertiposition

superimposed in arbitrarily selected
places, the network used by the Egyptian artist precedes the
design and predetermines the final product. With its more sigcal lines are subsequently

permanently fixed on specific points of the
human body, the Egyptian network immediately indicates to
nificant lines

the painter or sculptor how to organize his figure: he will
know from the outset that he must pkce the anlde on the first
horizontal line, the knee
teenth, and so on (Text

on the
111.

sixth,

the shoulders on the

six-

i).

In short, the Egyptian network does not have a transferential significance, but a constructional one, and its usefulness
5

The

subdivision into eighteen squares characterizes the "earlier
canon," that into twenty-two the "later." But in both, the upper
part of the head ( the portion above the os frontale in the "earlier"
canon, the portion above the hairline in the "later") is not taken
into account, since the diversity of the coiffure and headdress de-

freedom here. See EL Schafer, Von agyptischer
Runst, Leipzig, 1919, II, p. 236, Note 105, and the most illuminating article
by C. C. Edgar, "Remarks on Egyptian 'Sculptors*
**
de travaux relatifs a la pMwlagie
in
Recueil
Models,*
&gyptfenne, XXVTI, p. 137 ff.; cf. also idem, Introduction to Catalogue
G6n&ral des Antiquites Egyptiennes du Musee du Caire, XXV,
Sculptor/ Studies and Unfinished Works, Cairo, 1906.
8
Especially numerous in the Cairo Museum; see also the interesting

manded a

certain

.

wall-painting cycle of Ptolemy I in the Pelizaeus
desheim.
7

.

Museum

.

at Hil-

Edgar, Catalogue, p. 53; cf also A. Erman, in Amtliche Berichte
aus den koniglichen Kunstsammlungen, XXX, 1908, p. 197 ff.
.
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extended from the establishment of dimensions to the definition of movement. Since such actions as striding forth or

were expressed only in stereotyped alterations of
in changing anatomical displacements, even
position, and not
movement could be adequately determined by purely quantistriking out

agreed that in a figure
considered to be in a lunging position the length of pace
to the tip of the other)
(measured from the tip of one foot
should amount to io& units, while this distance in a figure

tative data. It was, for instance,

quietly standing

was

set at

4^ or 5&

Without too much
when an Egyptian artist

units. 8

could maintain that,
exaggeration one
familiar with this system of proportions was set the task of
a standing, sitting or striding figure, the result
representing
was a foregone conclusion once the figure's absolute size was
determined.^
This Egyptian method of employing a theory of proportions
reflects their Kunstwollen, directed not toward the
clearly

but toward the constant, not toward the symbolizaa timetion of tie vital present, but toward the realization of

variable,

The human figure created by a Periclean artist
was supposed to be invested with a life that was only apless eternity.

in the Aristotelian sense "actual"; it is only an
parent, but
but one which mirrors the organic function of the

image

created by an Egyptian was
being. The human figure
a life that was real, but-in the
supposed to be invested *with
it reproduces the form,
Aristotelian

human

sense-only

potential";
human being in a more durable
of
the
but not the function,
In fact, we know that the Egyptian tomb statue was
replica.
not intended to simulate a life of its own but to serve as the

material substratum of another

life,

the

Me

of the spirit "Ka."

the Greeks the plastic effigy commemorates a human being
that lived; to the Egyptians it is a body that waits to be reof
enlivened. For the Greeks, the work of art exists in a sphere
aesthetic ideality; for the Egyptians, in a sphere of magical

To

C,

E. Mackay, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, TV,
article does
1917, PL XVII. In other respects, however, Macka/s
not seem to attain the solidity of Edgar's works.
9
determined by a single
Conversely, the absolute size is, of course,
for the Egyptologist
square of the network, thus making it possible
merest
the
from
to reconstruct the whole figure
fragment of such
a network.

8

e.g.,

2

6a
reality.
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artist is

imitation

(nlw<ns); for the latter, reconstruction.
Let us turn once more to that preparatory drawing for a
sculpture of a sphinx. No fewer than three different networks

are used, and had to be used, since this particular sphinx,
holding the small figure of a goddess between his paws, is

each of which requires its own system of construction: the body of a lion,
whose proportioning adheres to the canon suitable for this
breed of animal; the human head, which is subdivided accord-

composed of three heterogeneous

parts,

ing to the scheme of the so-called Royal Heads (in Cairo alone
more than forty models are preserved) ; and the small goddess,

which

based upon the customary canon of twenty-two
10 Thus
the
squares prescribed for the whole human figure.
creature to be represented is a pure "reconstruction," assembled from three components each of which is conceived
and proportioned exactly as though it were standing alone.
Even where he had to combine three heterogeneous elements
into one image, the
Egyptian artist did not find it necessary to
is

rigidity of the three special systems of proportion
in favor of an organic unity which, in Greek art, asserts itself

modify the

even in a Chimaera.

n

We can foresee from

classical art of the

the foregoing paragraphs that the

Greeks had to free

itself

completely from

the Egyptian system of proportions. The principles of archaic
Greek art were still similar to those of the Egyptians; the ad-

vance of the

classical style

beyond the archaic consisted in

its

accepting as positive artistic values precisely those factors
which the Egyptians had neglected or denied. Classical Greek
art took into

account the shifting of the dimensions as a result
of organic movement; the
foreshortening resulting from the
process of vision; and the necessity of correcting, in certain
10

It is this
'peculiar deviation from other network drawings" that
lends special importance to the Berlin Sphinx Papyrus: that three
different systems of proportions were
employed an anomaly easily
the
fact
the
that
explained by
organism in question is not a homoa
hut
geneous
heterogeneous one conclusively proves that the
Egyptian system of equal squares was not a method of transfer, but
a canon. For the purpose of a mere mise au carreau, artists always
Tise, of course, a uniform grid.
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instances, tike optical impression of the beholder

by "eurhyth-

mic" adjustments. 11 Hence, the Greeks could not start out
with a system of proportions which, in stipulating the "objective" dimensions, also irrevocably set down the "technical"
ones. They could admit a theory of proportions only in so far

7*

the freedom to vary the "objective
dimensions from case to case by a free rearrangement in

as

it

allowed the

artist

short, only in so far as it

was limited

to the role of anthro-

pometry*

We are, therefore, much less exactly informed of the Greek

theory of proportions, as developed and applied in classical
times, than of the Egyptian system. Once the "technical" and
"objective" dimensions have ceased to be identical, the system or systems can no longer be directly perceived in the

works of art; 12 we can glean, on the other hand, some information from literary sources, frequently linked to the name of
11

oft-cited story of an Athena by Phidias, where the lower
of
the
body, although "objectively" too short, nevertheless appart
peared "correct" when the statue was placed high above eye level
(J. Overbeck, Die antiken SchriftqueUen zut Geschichte der bil~

Cf the
.

denden Kunst bei den Griechen, Leipzig, 1868, No.

772,).

Very

the little-noticed passage in Plato's Sophistes,
0#/cow
foot, *ye r&v peydlwv wotf n TrXArrovtriv (Ipyojy %
235E/236A:
v. el yhp dirodtSoiev rfy r&v KoXGbv dXySivfyv ffvpfierplav, otcrff rt
rov MOPTOS rh &f<, fielfo dk r& K&T& ipalvoir* fljc Sicfc T&
interesting, also, is

v, rh,
s

tf&yytiQev #0* itfJL&v &pd<rdat t &p* 6vv o$ %<Upeiv rb aX^S^s
r&s operas ov/t/terp/off, dXXi rAs dooticra$ elvat,

ol Stjfuovpyol vvv o&

rots

translation

eld\ois &airepv&frvTa,t,; In English^ according to the
by H. N. Fowler, Plato (Loeb Classical Library), H,

335 : "Not only those who produce some large work of sculpture
or painting [sett., use "illusion"]. For if they reproduced the true
proportions of beautiful forms, the upper parts, you know, would
seem smaller and the lower parts larger than they ought because
we see the former from a distance, the latter from near at hand.
... So the artists abandon the truth and give their figures not the
actual proportions but those which seem to be beautiful, do they
p-

notr
The well-known

12

Metrological Relief at Oxford (Journal of Hellenic Studies, IV, 1883, p. 335 ff.) has nothing to do with the
theory of proportions in art, but solely serves to standardize what
7
may be called commercial measurements: i fathom (dpyvia)
feet (ir65es)
each
m.
no
foot
2.07 m.,
Hence,
attempt
being 0.296
is made to divide
here
the
which
human
proportionally
figure
demonstrates these measurements.

=

=
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Polyclitusthe father, or at least the formulator, of classical

Greek anthropometry. 13

We

read, for example, in Galen's Placita Hippocratis et
Pldtonis: rb <5 Kd\\os ofl/c kv rtf r&v ffTOL^eiuiv^ d\\' v T$ r&v
fJLQpt&v

trvfipeTpla

cruWcrra<r#cu

8&KTV\ov dij\ov6rt Kal

vofJit&i

[XptftftTTTros],

cnjfjMr&vTtov aitr&v irpbs

5afcri5Xov

re (jLcraKapiriov

teal

irpbs

Kapir6v9

Kal ro^T(i)v irpbs irjjxwy Kal TTT^ewy vpbs ^9pa%/oya, Kal TT&VTWV irpbs
iravTa, Ka&airep ev

rw Ho\VK\lrov

KQ.VQVI 7^7pa7rrat. 14

"ChrySlppUS

holds that beauty does not consist in the elements but in
the harmonious proportion of the parts, the proportion of one
.

.

.

finger to the other, of all the fingers to the rest of the hand, of
the rest of the hand to the wrist, of these to the forearm, of

the forearm to the whole arm, in fine, of all parts to
as it is written in the canon of
Polyclitus."

all others,

place, this passage confirms what had been suspected from the outset: that the Polyclitan "canon" possessed
a purely anthropomeiric character, i.e., that its purpose was

In the

first

not to facilitate the compositional treatment of stone blocks or
wall surfaces, but exclusively to ascertain the ^objective" proportions of the normal human being; in
determine the "technical" measurements.

no way did

The

artist

it

who

preob-

served this canon was not required to refrain from rendering
anatomical and mimetic variations, or from employing foreshortenings, or even, when necessary, from adjusting the
dimensions of his figure to the subjective visual experience of

the beholder (as when the sculptor lengthens the upper portions of a figure placed high or thickens the averted side of a
face turned to three-quarter profile). In the second place,
Galen's testimony characterizes the principle of tibie Polyclitan
theory of proportions as what may be called "organic."

As we know, the Egyptian artist-theoretician
18
Of the theoreticians of proportions mentioned by
Melanthius, Pollis, Demophflus, Leonidas, Euphranor,

we know

first

con-

Vitruvius

and so

forth

nothing but their names. KaBcmann (Die Proportionen
des Gesickts in der griechischen Kunst [Berliner Windkelmannsprogramm, No, 53], 1893, p. 43 ff.) has, however, tried to trace
the Vitnrvian statements or measurements back to the canon of
more recent article by Foat (in Journal of Hellenic
Euphranor.
Studies, XXXV, 1914, p. 225 ff.) has not substantially advanced
our knowledge of the antique theory of proportions.

A

"

Galen, Placita Hippocratis et Platonis, V, 3.
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structed a network of equal squares 15 and then inserted into
this network the outlines of his figure unconcerned as to

whether each

network coincided with one of the
junctures of the body. We can observe,

line of the

organically significant
the "later canon'* (Text
e.g., that within

111.

i) the horizontals,

15 run through completely insignificant points.
The Greek artist-theoretician proceeded in the opposite way.
He did not start with a mechanically constructed network in
which he subsequently accommodated the figure; he started,
instead, with the human figure, organically differentiated into
2, 3, 7, 8, 9,

torso, limbs

ascertain

whole.

limbs, and subsequently tried to
these parts related to each other and to the
according to Galen, Polyclitus described the

and parts of

how

When,

proper proportion of finger to
forearm, forearm to arm and,

hand, hand to
each single limb to the

finger, finger to
finally,

means that the classical Greek theory of proportions had abandoned the idea of constructing the body on
the basis of an absolute module, as though from small, equal
entire body, this

sought to establish relations between the
members, anatomically differentiated and distinct from each
other, and the entire body. Thus it is not a principle of
mechanical identity, but a principle of organic differentiation
building blocks:

it

that forms the basis of the Polyclitan canon; it would have
been utterly impossible to incorporate its stipulations into a

network of squares. For an idea of the character of the lost
theory of the Greeks, we must turn, not to the Egyptian system of proportions, but to the system according to which the
figures in the First Book of Albrecht Biker's treatise on human
proportions are measured (Text 111. 7)
.

The dimensions of these figures
fractions of the total length,

are

all

expressed in

and the common

deed the only legitimate mathematical symbol
is

common

fraction

is in-

for the 'Vela-

The

unit itself equals the height of the foot from the sole to
the tipper limit of the ankle [and has recently been defined as z
"fist" or 1% "handbreadths" (see Iversen, cited on p. vi)]. However, the relation of this unit to the dimensions of the individual
members, even to the length of the foot itself, varies; it is, in fact,
somewhat doubtful whether it was intended to establish such a
relation at all. In the "early" canon the length of the foot is generally equal to 3 units (cf., however, Edgar, Ttavaux, p. 145), in
the 'later," to nearly 3%, etc.
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i
The "Later Canon" of Egyptian Art, after Travaux reUtifs
la philologie et arch^ologie &gyptienne$, XXV3J, 905, p. 144.

&

commensurable quantities." The passage transmitted
by Galen shows that Polyclitus, too, consistently expressed the
measure of a smaller part as the common fraction of a larger
and, finally, the total quantity, and that he did not think of
expressing the dimensions as multiples of a constant modulus.
tions of

dimensions to
precisely this method directly relating tibe
each other and expressing them through each other, instead

It

is

of separately reducing

x

=

i,

y

=

them

to one, neutral unit (x

=7

,

not

4

4) which achieves that immediately evident
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"VergleichBcKkeit Eins gegen dem AndenT (Diirer) which
is characteristic o the classical theory. It is no accident when

who handed down to us
regarding human proportions

Vitruvius, the only ancient writer

some

actual,

numerical data

(data evidently deriving from Greek sources), formulates
them exclusively as common fractions of the body length, 16

has been established that in Polyclitus' own Doryphoros
the dimensions of the more important parts of the body are

and

it

17
expressible as such fractions.

The anthropometric and
theory of proportions

is

organic character of the classical
intrinsically connected with a third

pronouncedly normative and aesthetic ambition. Where the Egyptian system aims only at reducing the
conventional to a fixed formula, the Polyclitan canon claims
characteristic, its

to capture beauty. Galen expressly calls it a definition of that
"wherein beauty consists" (KO.\\OS o-vplo-raffat) . Vitruvius intro-

This fact has justly been stressed by Kalkmann ( op. tit., p, 9 ff. )
in refutation of those who would deduce from the Galen passage
the description of a module system. These authors were apparently
misled by the StkruXos (finger), which they interpreted as a unit
of measurement, whereas it is the smallest part or the body to be
measured.
For convenience* sake I list the Vitruvian measurements;
%o (of the total length);
a) face (from hairline to chin)
18

=

b) hand (from wrist to tip of middle
c) head (from crown to chin) = %;
%;
d) pit of the throat to hairline
of
the
to
crown
head
of
throat
e) pit
f ) length of the foot
%;

=

g) cubit

=

=%

h) breadth of the chest

finger)

=

%o;

= 34;

= %.

is divided into three
specified that the face
equal parts (forehead, nose, lower part including mouth and chin),
and that the entire body, when erect with arms outspread, fits into

Furthermore,

it is

a square; and when spreadeagled, into a circle described around
the navel. [For the cosmological origin of the last-named specifications, see now F. Saxl, quoted p. vi.]
Statements (a) and (c) are obviously in contradiction with
statements (d) and (e), according to which %a instead of %o
would remain for the upper part of the cranium. Since only the
latter value can be correct, the corruption of the text must be in
statement (d) or (e). Hence the Renaissance theorists, e.g., Leonardo, introduced various corrections here (cf. below, Note 83).
17

Kalkmann, op.

tit.,

pp. 36-37.

The
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of measurements as "the dimensions of

And

the only statement that can
be traced back with certainty to Polyclitus himself reads
as follows: TO ydcp e5 itocpd [JUKp6v 6ioc TtoAAcov dpiS^oov
the

figuratus"

18

"the beautiful comes about, little by little,
yiyvsoOai,
through many numbers/* Thus the Polyclitan canon was intended to realize a "law" of aesthetics, and it is thoroughly
characteristic of classical thought that it could imagine such a

law"

only in the form of relations expressible in terms of
fractions. With the sole exception of Plotinus and his followers,
classical aesthetics identified the principle of beauty with the

consonance of the parts with each other and the whole. 19
18

E. Diels, in ArcMologischer Anzeiger, 1889, No. I, p. 10.
It may be in order at this point to discuss the three pertinent concepts of Vitruvius* aesthetic theory: proportia, symmetria, and
etirhythmia. Of these, eurhythmia creates the least difficulty. As we
have mentioned more than once ( cf also Kalkmann, op. dt. y p. 9 f.,
Note, as well as p. 38 f., Note), it depends upon the appropriate
application of those "optical refinements'* which, by increasing or
(Brnim'shing the objectively correct dimensions, neutralize the subjective distortions of the work of art. Hence, according to Vitravius, I, 2, eurhythmia is a "venusta species commodusque aspectus"
(i.e. ? "a pleasing appearance and a suitable aspect"); it is the distinctive quality of what Philo Mechanicus (quoted by Kalkmann)
calls TOC 6ja6Aoyoc -rfj dpdaa KOU eupuGjaoc (jxxivouevcc, of "that which
appears conformable and eurhythmic to the sense of sight." In
architecture this means, e.g., the thickening of the corner columns
of peripteral temples which, owing to irradiation, would otherwise
appear slenderer than the others; or the curvatures of stylobates
19

.

and

the

epistyles. The difference between proportia and symmetria is
more difficult to determine as both these terms are still in use

but have assumed a basically different significance. In Vitruvian
usage, it seems to me, symmetria ( "symmetry" in its original sense)
to proportio as norm-definition is to norm-realization. Symmetria,
defined (in I, 2) as "ex ipsius operis membris conveniens consensus

is

ex partibusque separatis ad universae figurae speciem ratae partis
responsus" ("the appropriate harmony resulting from the members
of the work itself, and the metrical correspondence resulting from
the separate parts in relation to the aspect of the whole configuration" ) is what may be called the aesthetic principle: the reciprocal
relation between the members and the consonance between the
parts and the whole. Proportio, on the other hand, defined (in

i) as "ratae partis membrorum in omni opere totiusque commodulatio" ("the metrical coordination, throughout the work, of
the rota pars [module, unit] and the whole" ), is the technical
III,
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opposed to the inflexible, mechanical, static, and conventional craftsman's code of the Egyptians
an elastic, dynamic, and aesthetically relevant system of relations. And this contrast was demonstrably known to
antiquity
of
itself. Diodorus
Sicily tells, in the ninety-eighth chapter of
his First Book, the following story: In ancient times (that is
to say, the sixth century B.C.) two sculptors, Telekles and
Theodoros, made a cult statue in two separate parts; while
the former prepared his portion on Samos, the latter made his
in Ephesus; and on being brought together, each half matched
Classical Greece, then,

the other perfectly. This
on, was not customary

method

among

of working, so the story goes

the Greeks but

among

the

Egyptians. For with them "the proportions of the statue were
not determined, as with the Greeks, according to visual experience" (airb -rijfs Kara rrjv Spacrtv ipavracrUs) 9 but as SOOn as the

method by means of which these harmonious

relations are, to use
into practice": the architect assumes a module

Diirers words, "put
(rota pars, e^dr^js) by the multiplication of which (IV, 3) he
obtains the actual, metrical dimensions of the workas when a
modern architect, having decided to build a living room proportioned at a ratio of 5:8, sets down its actual dimensions as 18' 9"
by 30'. Proportio, then, is not something that determines beauty,
but only ensures its practical realization, and Vitruvius is very consistent in characterizing proportio as that through which symmetria
efficitur, while insisting that proportio, in turn, must be "attuned
to

symmetry" ("universaeque proportionis ad symmetriam com-

paratio"). In short, proportio, best translated as "reduction to
scale," is a method of architectural technique which, from the
classical standpoint, has little relevance for the figurative arts. It

perfectly logical when Vitruvius includes his survey of human
proportions, not in the exposition of proportio, but or symmetria,
and when, as already noted, he expresses them not as multiples of
a module, but as fractions of the total length of the body. He looks
upon the use of the module, commodulatio, only as a method of
is

practical mensuration; whereas he can imagine the "appropriate
harmony" of the dimensions, the determination of which must
this commodulatio, only in terms of relations (expressible
in fractions) which derive from the organic articulation of the
body (or, for that matter, the building) itself. See also Kalkmann,

precede

op.

tit.,

p. 9,

Note 2: "Proportio

affects

only the construction with

the aid of the module, the rota pars. Symmetria is an additional
factor: the members must be beautifully and suitably related to
each other, a postulate not as yet raised by proportio"; further, A.
Jolles, Vitruvs AestheUk (Diss., Freiburg, 1906), p. 22 ff.
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and prepared, the dimensions were
from the largest part
"immediately" (r6 -njw/caOra) established,
20 In
down to the smallest
Egypt, Diodoras tells us, the entire
21 was subdivided into 2iM
structure of the body
equal
22
size of the figure to be produced
the
once
therefore,
parts;
had been decided upon, the artists could divide the work even
if operating in different places and nevertheless achieve an
stones were quarried, split

accurate joining of the parts*
Whether the anecdotal content of this entertaining story is
true or not, it displays a fine feeling for the difference, not

only between Egyptian and classical Greek art, but also between the Egyptian and the classical Greek theories of pro-

not so
portions. Diodoras* tale is of importance,
it

confirms the existence of

an Egyptian canon

much

in that

as in that

it

unique significance for the production of a
work of art. Even the most highly developed canon would not
have enabled two artists to do what is reported of TeleHes
and Theodores as soon as the "technical** proportions of the
work of art had begun to differ from the "objective" data laid
down in the canon. Two Greek sculptors of the fifth, let alone
the fourth, century, with even the most exact agreement upon
both the system of proportions to be followed and the total
accentuates

20

its

is a remarkable
correspondence between this description
verse in Isaiah 44:13, in which the activity of the (Assyrian-Babylonian) "maker of graven images'" is described in the

There

and the

following way: "The carpenter stretcheth out his rule; he marketh
it out with a line; he fitteih it with
planes, and he marketh it out
with the compass, and makeih it after the figure of a man, according to the beauty of a man. . . ."
21

It

when speaking of the Greeks,
proportion")* but when of the Egyp-

should be noted that Diodorus,

says ffvpfterpla ('liarmomoiis

tians, Karoo-Kerf} ("structure," 'fabric").
22

This is a slight error inasmuch as there are twenty-two divisions.
But the principle is quite correctly understooo!, particularly the
fact that for the top of the head a small portion (one quarter) is
reserved outside the actual grid. Noteworthy, too, is the art-historical discernment with which Diodoras perceives the stylistic affinity
between Egyptian and archaic Greek art, so that both can be
treated as one in contradistinction to the classical style. Cf. also
the preceding chapter, where the mythical founder of Greek sculpture is discussed: r6v re* fwOfibv r&v dpx&fav KOT Aiyvirrov av8pt&VTWV rbp avrbv elvcu rots v-a-b Aai8d\ov /earaer/ceucwtfetcrt Trapa row
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be carved, could not have worked one
from the other: even when strictly adportion independently
hering to a stipulated canon of measurement, they would have
been free with regard to the formal configuration. 23 The contrast which Diodorus wants to bring out can, therefore, hardly
mean, as has been supposed, that the Greeks, as opposed to
the Egyptians, had no canon at all but proportioned their
24
apart from the fact that Diodorus, at least
figures "by sight"
through tradition, must have had knowledge of Polyclitus'
efforts. What he means to convey is that for the Egyptians
the canon of proportions was, of itself, sufficient to predetermine the final result (and, for this reason, could be applied
"on the spot" as soon as the stones were prepared) whereas
from the Greek point of view something completely different
was required in addition to the canon: visual observation.
He wants to make the point that the Egyptian sculptor, like a
stonemason, needed nothing more than the dimensions to
size of the figure to

;

manufacture his work, and, depending completely upon them,
could reproduce or, more exactly, produce the figures in any
place and in any number of parts; whereas, in contrast to this,
the Greek artist could not immediately apply the canon to his
block, but must, from case to case, consult with the /card rty
&pacm> <f>avT<urla 9 i.e., with a "visual percept" that takes into
account the organic flexibility of the body to be represented,
the diversity of the foreshortenings that present themselves to
the artisfs eye, and, possibly, even the particular circum23

Exception must therefore be taken to Jolles, op. cit., p. 91 ff.,
relates our passage to a dichotomy supposedly existing
within classical Greek art itselfa dichotomy which he characterizes as an opposition between a "symmetrical" and a "eurhythmic"
conception of art, the latter but not the former
allegedly based
7
/card ?ip> Bpao-w (JHLVTCW la. Diodorus tale about Telekles
the
upon
and Theodores does not refer to the concept of wwerpLa at all;
in fact, he uses the expression crvjujuerpta with reference to precisely

when he

and, in relation to Telekles and Theodoros, more
style which, according to Jolles, would mark a nonAsymmetrical," i.e., "eurhythmic," conception of art.
that classical

"modern"

As did Wahrmund in his translation of Diodorus (1869). This
view was correctly rejected by Kalkmann (op. cit., p. 38, Note)
24

as being at variance with the very concept of wwerpla, which of
itself implies that the work of art is not fashioned purely **by
sight,"

but depends upon established norms of measurement.
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this,

needless to say, subjects the canonical system of measurement
to countless alterations when it is put into practice. 25

The

which Diodoras* story is intended to make
clear, and which it does make clear with remarkable vividness, is thus a contrast between "reconstruction" and "imitation" (nlM<ris) 9 between an art completely governed by a
mechanical and mathematical code and one within which,
despite conformity to rule, there is still room for the irrationals
contrast

of artistic freedom. 26

m

The style of mediaeval
phase known as High Gothic),
classical

antiquity,

is

(except, perhaps, for the
in contradistinction to that of
art

customarily designated as

"planar*

(flachenhaft) In comparison with Egyptian art, however, it
ought to be characterized as merely "planate" (verflachigt)
For the difference between Egyptian and mediaeval "planarity" is that in the former the depth motifs are totally
suppressed, while in the latter they are only devaluated.
Egyptian representations are planar because Egyptian art
renders only that which can de facto be presented in the
plane; mediaeval representations seem planar even though
mediaeval art renders that which cannot de facto be presented
.

.

in the plane.

Where

the Egyptians positively exclude the
three-quarter profile and oblique directions of the torso or
limbs, the mediaeval style, presupposing the free movement
of the antique, admits the

one as well as the other (in

fact,

the three-quarter profile is the rule while the full profile and
the pure front view are the exception). However, these posi35

To

89

Hence Leone

suppose, as does "EfoThrna^ that Diodorus here thinks exclusively of the "eurhythrnic" temperaturae appears to me to be too
narrow a reading.
Battista Alberti, who, strange to say, also mentions
the possibility of producing a statue in two parts and in two different places (Leone "Battista AJbertfc Ideinere kunstiheoretische

H. Janitschek, ed. IQuellenschriften fur Kunstgeschichte,
XE], Vienna, 1877, P- *99) considers this possibility only in connection with the task of exactly duplicating a statue already extantj
he did not envisage it in order to illustrate a method of creative
artistic production but in order to stress the precision of a method
of transfer which he himself had invented.
Schriften,
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tions are

no longer exploited
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an illusion of
means of modeling

so as to create

actual depth; since the optically effective
and cast shadow had been abandoned, these positions are, as
a rule, expressed by a manipulation of linear contours and

areas of color. 27

Thus there are in mediaeval art all kinds
of forms which, from a purely technical point of view, may be
flat

described as "foreshortened." But, since their effect is not
supported by optical means, they do not strike us as "foreshortenings** in the sense in which the term is commonly used.
Obliquely placed feet, for example, more often than not give

an impression of hanging down rather than of being seen from
the front; and the three-quarter view of the shoulders, reduced to a planar expression, tends to suggest the hump of a
hunchback.
of proportions had to
the one hand, the flatten-

Under these circumstances the theory

be oriented towards new

goals.

On

ing of the body forms was incompatible with the antique
anthropometry which presupposes the idea that the figure

on the other hand, the
unrestrained mobility of these forms, an irrevocable legacy
from classical art, made it impossible to accept a system
exists as a three-dimensional solid;

which, similar to the Egyptian, would predetermine the "technical" as well as the "objective" dimensions. Thus the Middle
Ages faced the same choice as classical Greece; but it was
forced to elect the opposite alternative. The Egyptian theory
of proportions, identifying the "technical" with the "objective"
dimensions,

had been able

to

combine the

characteristics of

anthropometry with those of a system of construction; the

Greek theory of proportions, abolishing this identity, had been
forced to renounce the ambition to determine the "technical"
dimensions; the mediaeval system renounced the ambition to
determine the "objective" ones: it restricted itself to organizing the planar aspect of the picture. Where the Egyptian

method had been

and that of classical antiquity
the Middle Ages may be described as

constructional,

anthropometric, that of
schematic.

mediaeval theory of proportions, however, two
different tendencies can be observed. They agree, to be sure,

Within

this

27

In the High Middle Ages even the forms of the high
shadows tend to freeze into purely linear elements.

lights

and
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on the principle of planimetric sche-

matization; but they differ in that this principle is interpreted
in dissimilar ways: the Byzantine and the Gothic.

The Byzantine theory

of proportions which, corresponding to
the enormous influence of Byzantine art, was also of extraor-

still
betrays
dinary importance for the West (see Fig. 19),
that
in
it
worked
tradition
out
the
classical
the aftereffects of

schema by taking the organic articulation of the human
body as a starting point; it accepted the fundamental fact
that the parts of the body are set off from each other by
nature. But it was wholly unclassical in that the measurements
of these parts were no longer expressed by common fractions
but by a somewhat coarse application of the unit or module
system. The dimensions of the body as appearing in a planewhatever lay outside the plane was disregarded as a matter
of course were expressed in head-, or more accurately, face-

its

lengths (in Italian: mso or faccia, frequently referred to also
as testa), 28 the total length of the body ordinarily amounting
to nine such units. Thus, according to the Painters Manual

of
2,

Mount

Athos, i unit is allotted to the face, 3 to the torso,
each to the upper and lower parts of the leg, % (= one

nose-length) to the top of the head, % to the height of the
29 the breadth of half the chest
foot, and % to the throat;
(in88

This in itself is characteristic of the temper of the times. From
the classical point of view, the metrical values of the face, the foot,
the cubit, the hand, the finger, had been of equal interest; now the
face, the seat of spiritual expression, is taken as the unit of measurement, "because of its importance, beauty and divisibility," as
Averlino Filarete was to put it by the middle of the fifteenth century; see Antonio Averlino Filaretes Traktat uber die Baukunst,

W. von

OetHngen, ed. (QueUenschrijten fur Kunstgeschichte, new
Vienna, 1890, p. 54.
28
Das Handbuch der Malerei vom Berge Athos, Godehard Schafer,
ed., 1855, p* 82. In Julius v, Schlosser's masterly commentary on
Ghibertfs Commentarii (Lorenzo Ghibertte Denkwurdigkeiten,
Berlin, 1912, II, p. 35), there appears the statement (provided
with a question mark by Schlosser himself) that the Mount Athos
canon claims the "height of the foot" to equal a whole unit; this
is a slight
inaccuracy, due to a confusion with the length of the
foot "from anHe to toes," which,
exactly as in Cennini, does
amount to one unit. The height of the foot, likewise in accord with
Cennini, is expressly set down as equaling one nose-length, or %
ser., Ill),

as a Beflection o
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to be 1$ units,
eluding the curve of the shoulders) is assumed
while the inner lengths of the forearm and arm, as well as the
i.
length of the hand, are each assumed to equal
These specifications are quite similar to those transmitted by
Cennino Cennini, the theoretician of the closing period of the

Trecento, most of whose views were firmly rooted in Byzantinism. His statements agree with those of the Mount Athos canon
in all particulars, except that the length of the torso (3 facethe pit of the
lengths) is subdivided by two specific points,
stomach and the navel, and that the height of the top of the
of a unit, and this, plus the neck and the top of the head (both
total
of these also
&), makes up the unit which completes the
length of the body to nine face-lengths.
The documentary value of the specifications contained in the
Painters Manual of Mount Athos has, in my opinion, been underestimated in recent literature. Even though the edition that has
come down to us is of fairly recent date and ( as indicated by such
as TO vonroupocAeJreveals the influence of Italian sources,

=

expressions
of the basic content of the

document would seem to go back
to the practice of the High Middle Ages. That this is true of the
the fact that the dimensions
chapter on proportions is evidenced by
established in the Mount Athos canon can be substantiated by
works produced in the twelfth and
Byzantine and Byzantinizing
thirteenth centuries and even earlier (cf. below). This applies also
to statements which cannot be traced back to classical antiquity,
for instance, to the division of the entire body into 9 face-lengths

much

statement that the top of the
(according to Vitruvius, 10); to the
head equals one nose-length or 1/27 of the total height (according
to Vitruvius, 1/40 ) ; and to the apportioning of only 1/9 to the length
of the foot (according to Vitruvius, #). Thus, when Cenninfs prowith the Mount Athos canon in all these points, it
portions agree
should not be concluded that the Mount Athos canon depends upon
in
Italian sources but, rather, that a Byzantine tradition survives

CenninL
There

on the other hand, no denying that the Painters Manual incorporates many recent, Western elements. In the instruction
is,

the
for illustrating the twelfth chapter of Revelation, for example,
in a cloth
artist is enjoined to show "the Child being carried aloft
I know,
as
far
so
this
is,
two
251 ), and
Schafer,

p.
angels" (ed
an innovation of Biker's, first occurring in Ms woodcut B-7i [SubH. Heydenreich, "Der ApokalypsenzyMus im Atbossequently, L.
zur deutschen BibeliUustration/
gebiet und seine Beziehungen
i ff., has been able
Zeitschrift fur KunstgescUchte, VIII, 1939, p.
to show that Diirer's Apocalypse became familiar to the Byzantine
in the New
artists through the intermediary of Holbein's woodcuts
Testament published at Basel (Wolff) in 15*3.!

by
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not expressly determined as K of a unit, so that-withFrom then on,
out it-a total length of only 8& visi results.
into the art
this Byzantine canon of 9 face-lengths penetrated
where it plays an important role
theory of succeeding periods,
30 -at times
to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

head

is

down

in Pomponius Gauricus, at times
completely unchanged, as
with slight modifications, as in Ghiberti and Filareta
this system, achieving
I have no doubt that the origin of
mensuration
way of numeration, so to speak, is to be

by

sought in the East. True,

a most questionable report of the
31
attributes to the Roman Varro

late Renaissance (Philander)

into cfi
a canon which-dividing the total length of the body
teste-seems closely related to the systems discussed so far.
But apart from the fact that the ancient literature on art shows
no trace of such a canon32 and that the statements of Polyclitus

and Vitruvius are based upon a completely different

sys-

tem (viz., that of common fractions), the antecedents of the
tradition represented by the Painter's Manual of Mount Athos
and Cenninfs Treatise can be shown to have existed in
Arabia. In the writings of the "Brethren of Purity/* an Arabian
in the ninth and tenth
scholarly brotherhood that flourished
80

The Early Renaissance canons

Schlosser, op.

tit.

in question are cited in extract

I should like to

add the

less

well-known

by

state-

ments in Francesco di Giorgio Martini's Trattato di architettura
civile e miUtare (C. Safozzo, ed., Turin, 1841, I, p. 229 fL),
which are interesting in that they still reveal a marked tendency
toward plaiiimetric schematization. For the later period, one may
mention, among others, Mario Equicola, Giorgio Vasari, Raffaele
author (La pratica
Borghini and Daniel Bafbaro; the last-named
transmits
deUa prospettiva, Venice, 1569, p. 179 ff.)
along with
the Vitravian canon a canon "of his own invention" which, howof
ever, differs from the well-known tims-teste type only in that %
module
of
a
a testa (le., one nose-length), is elevated to trie status
and referred to as a pouice ("thumb"). Then the crown of the
head equals i thumb, the height of the foot and the neck iK
thumbs each. Thus the Bnal total amounts to 9& teste; the remaining 8 teste are distributed in the usual way.
tt

Schlosser, op. cit., p. 35, Note. The extra third is allotted to the
knee, whereby this pseudo-Varronic canon appears somewhat anal-

ogous to Ghibertfs arrangement: Ghiberti fixes the length of the
thigh, including the knee, at 2& units, and, minus the knee, at 2%
units; so that here, too, & of a unit is left for the knee itself.

n

Kalkmann, op.

cit. r

p. 11.
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we find

a system of proportions that anticipates the
ones under consideration in expressing the dimensions of the
33
body by one fairly large unit or module. And even though
this canon may have been derived from still older sources, 34
its
pedigree would not seem to go back beyond the Latecenturies,

Hellenistic period, that is to say, to a time when the entire
picture of the world was transformed, not without oriental
influence, in the light of

number mysticism; and when, with

a general shift from the concrete to the abstract, ancient
mathematics itself, culminating and terminating in Diophantus
of Alexandria,

underwent

its

arithmetization. 35

The canon
to

do

of the "Brethren of Purity" has, as such, nothing
with artistic practices. Forming part of a "harmonistic'*

cosmology,

it

was not supposed

pictorial rendering of the

human

give insight into a vast

method for the
but was intended to

to furnish a

figure,
that unifies all parts of

the
harmony
cosmos by numerical and musical correspondences. Hence,
the data transmitted here do not apply to

newborn

a being

who

tike

adult but to the

of only secondary significance
for the representational arts but plays a fundamental role in
child,

is

36 But it is not
cosmological and astrological thinking.
by accident that the Byzantine studio practice adopted a system of
measurement fonnulated for an entirely different purpose and

finally forgot its cosmological origin altogether. Paradoxical

sounds, an algebraic or numerical system of measurement, reducing the dimensions of the body to a single
module, is provided that the module is not too small much

though

it

&

88

F. Dieterici, Die PropadeuUk der Araber, Leipzig, 1865, p. 135
Here, however, it is not the face-length which is the accepted unit,
but the "span" of the hand, which amounts to % of the face-length.
84

According to a land communication from Professor Helmut Hit-

now no other statements
human body have been found

ter, until

the

regarding the proportioning of
in Arabic sources. Instructions

for the proportioning of letters, however, have come down to us;
and these, too, are based on a module system rather than on the
principle of common fractions.
85

M. Simon, Geschichte der Mathematik im Altertum

in

Ver-

bindung mit antiker Kulturgeschichte, Berlin, 1909, pp. 348, 357.
88
The newborn child is, in fact, that being in which the power of
the forces controlling the universe, in particular the influence of the
stars, is more directly and exclusively effective than in the adult,
who is determined by many other conditions.
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more compatible with the mediaeval tendency towards schematization than the classical system of

common

fractions.

The

"fractional" system facilitated the objective appreciation of human proportions, but not their adequate representation in a work of art: a canon transmitting relations rather

than actual quantities supplied the artist with a vivid and
simultaneous idea of the three-dimensional organism, but not
with a method for the successive construction of its twodimensional image. The algebraic system, on the other hand,

makes up for the

loss of elasticity

immediately "constnictible."

When

and animation by being
the artist knew, through

could give
him all the basic dimensions of the body, he could, by the
successive use of such moduli, assemble, as it were, each
figure on the picture plane "with the opening of the compass
unchanged," with very great speed, and almost independently
tradition, that the multiplication of a specific unit

of the organic structure of the body. 37 In Byzantine art this
method of a schematic, graphic mastery of the planar design

modern times: Adolphe Didron, the first
the Painter's Manual of Mount Athos, saw the mo-

was preserved
editor of

until

century still employing a
method whereby they marked off tie individual dimensions
with the compass and immediately transferred them to the
nastic artists of the nineteenth

wall.

Consequently, the Byzantine theory of proportions made it
its business to determine even the measurements of the details

head in terms of the module system, taking the length of
the nose ( = % the length of the face) as a unit. The length
of the

according to the Painter's Manual of
Mount Mhos, not only the height of the forehead and the
lower part of the face (which agrees with the canon of
of the nose equals,

Vitravius

and most Renaissance canons), but

also the height

upper part of the head, the distance from the tip of
the nose to the comer of the eye, and the length, down to the
m Once the canon is
to
it can be
of the

established,
successfully applied
seated as well as to standing
In this example, the
19).
figures (Fig.
w
are
not
counted
to
the
hairline, but to the edge
**face-lengths
up
of the kerchief: for a basically non-naturalistic style
graphic appearance is more important than the anatomical data. As required
by the canon, this face-length automatically determines the length
of the hand.
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of the throat. This reduction of the vertical

and horizontal

dimensions of the head to a single unit made feasible a
procedure which manifests with particular clarity the mediaeval
proclivity

2

for

planimetric schematization a procedure

The "Three-Circle Scheme"

Art.

means

of

of Byzantine

by

and Byzantinizing

which not only the dimensions but even the forms

could be established geometrico more. For, when the measurements of the head, horizontal as well as vertical, were
expressible as multiples of a constant unit, the "nose-length,"

became

possible to determine the entire configuration by
three concentric circles which had their common center in the

it

The innermost with i nose-length as radius
the brow and cheeks; the second with 2 nose-

root of the nose.
outlines

lengths as radius gives the exterior measurements of the head
(including the hair) and defines the lower limit of the face;

the outermost wirli 3 nose-lengths as radius passes through
die pit of the throat, and generally also forms the halo (Text
111. a). 38 This method
automatically results in that peculiarly
88

In addition, the pupils of the eyes usually lie midway between
the root of the nose and the periphery of tie first circle, and the
mouth divides the distance between the first and second circles at
a ratio of either 1:1, or (in the Mount Athos canon) 1:2.
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cranium which, in the
exaggerated height and breadth of the
of a view
figures of this style, so often creates the impression

from above, but can actually be traced back to the use of
what may be called "the Byzantine three-circle scheme" a

scheme that shows how

IMe the mediaeval

theory of proportions, intent upon only a handy rationalization of the "technical" dimensions, took offense at "objective" inaccuracy. The

canon of proportions here appears, not only as a symptom of
the KunstwoUen, but almost as the carrier of a special stylistic
force. 39

we rewhich we have

This "three-circle scheme"~-in illustration of which

produce a page of the same manuscript from
borrowed the Madonna, reproduced in Fig. 19, and which
contains comparatively many constructed heads (Fig. 20)

was exceedingly popular in Byzantine and Byzantinizing art:
in Germany40 as well as in Austria (Fig. 21 ), 41 in France42
as well as in Italy,43 in monumental painting44 as well as in
the minor arts, 45 but above all in innumerable manuscript
88

In Byzantine
of determining the conpainting, even this custom
tour of the head by means of the compass persisted up to modern
times; see Didron, op. tit., p. 83, Note.

^Numerous examples,

e.g., in P.

mahrei in den BJwinlanden,
41

Clemen, Die romanfcche

Wand-

Diisseldorf, 1916, passim.

See, e.g., P. Buberl, **Die romanischen

Wandmalereien im Uoster

Nonnberg," Kunstgeschichtliches Jahrbuch der K. K. ZentralKommission . , III, 1909, p. 25 ff., Figs. 61 and 63. For better
illustrations, see H. Tietze, Die Denkmale des Stiftes Nonriberg in
Salzburg (Oesterreichische Kunsttopographie, VII), Vienna, 1911.
To my knowledge, Buberl was the first to observe the existence of
a system of construction in pre-Gothie times. [See now K. M. Swoboda's article cited p. vil
.

.
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See, e.g., Album de Villard de Honnecourt, authorized edition of
the BibEoth&jue Nationale, PL XXXJI
(strongly Byzantinizing

even in style).

*

See, e.g., Pietro Cavallinfs heads in S. Cecilia in Trastevere, well
reproduced in F. Hermanin, Le Galerie nazionali tfltalia, Rome,

1902, V, particularly

PL

II.

44

Including stained-glass windows; see, e.g., the Apostle
in the west choir of
Naumburg Cathedral.

*

See, e,g. the

windows

enamel reproduced in O. Wulff, Mtchristliche und

byzantinfaclw Kumt, Berlin-Neubabelsberg, 1914,
well as numerous ivories.

II,

p. 602, as
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And even where

especially in works of small
exact construction with compass and ruler does

illuminations.

format an
not exist, the very character of the forms frequently indicates
47
their derivation from the traditional scheme.
In Byzantine and Byzantfruzfog art, the tendency toward
schematization went so far that even heads
pknimetrical
turned to three-quarter profile were constructed in analogous
manner. 48 Exactly as in the case of the frontal face, the "foreshortened" face was constructed by means of a planar scheme

modules and circles; and this scheme
operating with equal
was made to produce the impression of an effective if quite
"incorrect" foreshortening by exploiting the fact that, in a
distances may "signify" objec"picture/' graphically equal
tively

unequal ones.

were, a supplement to the "three-circle
for the frontal face, this construction of
system** employed
tie three-quarter profile was applicable only under the asthat the head, while being turned, must not be
Representing, as

it

sumption
tilted forward but only inclined toward the right or left (Figs.
49
Then, the vertical dimensions remaining unaltered,
22, 23)
.

the task was limited to a schematic foreshortening of the horizontal dimensions, and this could be done under two condiEine thilringisch-sachsische Makrespecially A. Haseloff,
sckule des 13. Jahrhunderts, Strassburg, 1897, particularly Figs.

"See

18, 44, 66, 93, 94-

This scheme (which also occurs in an abbreviated form with only
the contours of the head but not the outline of the face determined
so as to avoid
by means of a compass) was occasionally modified
the "unnatural** heightening of the cranium: the ratio of the radii
of the three circles was not assumed to be i:s:3> but i:i:2%.
Then the height of the cranium is reduced to one unit, and the
mouth does not fall in the aiea between the first and second circles,
but lies on the second circle itself. Such is the case of the wall
47

Note
Nonnberg Convent Church at Salzburg (c
ai), and in several other instances, e.g. here particu-

paintings in the

41 and Fig.

larly clearly

because of the deterioration of the paint in the Late-

in the southern choir screen of the
west (St Peter) choir in Bamberg Cathedral.
48
in the head of the Rucellai Madonna in S. Maria
It occurs,

Romanesque Apostle
e.g.,

portraits

Novella but not in that of the Academy Madonna by Ciotto.
* Madonnas* heads are
toward the right
nearly always inclined
( as seen by the beholder).

&a
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the customary unit (i nose-length) must continue
to be valid; and, second, it must still be possible, despite the
changes in quantity, to determine the contour of the head by

tions:

first,

a circle with a radius of

by means

ent)

of

2 nose-lengths and the halo

a concentric

circle

(if

pres-

with a radius of 3 nose-

lengths. Because of the lateral turning, the center of this
circle, or circles, could, of course, BO longer coincide with the

root of the nose but

had

to lie within that half of the face

which is turned toward us; and in order to be coincident with
a characteristic point of the physiognomy, it tended to be
transferred either to the outer corner of lie eye or eyebrow
or to the pupil. If this point, which we shall call A, is assumed
to be the center of a circle with a radius of 2, nose-lengths,
this circle defines the curve of the skull and determines (at C)
the breadth of the averted half of the face; 50 the effect of
^foreshortening" results from the fact that the distance AC

(amounting to only 2, nose-lengths), which in the strictly
frontal view had "signified" only one-half the breadth of the
head, "signifies" more than that in the three-quarter view, viz.,
as much more as point
is removed from the median of the

A

face.

A

further subdivision of the horizontal dimensions can

then be achieved by genuine mediaeval schematization,
by the simple bisection and quartering of the distance

i.e.,

AC

(whereby, of course, the objective significance of the points
and
differs according to whether the center of the
/,
51
circle lies in the comer or in the
pupil of the eye)

D

K

.

The

vertical dimensions remain, as

we have

noted, un-

lower part of the face and the neck each
receive i nose-length. But the brow and the
upper part of the
altered: the nose, the

m In

somewhat rudimentary form this scheme can be shown to
have been used in a Romanesque head in St. Mary in Capitol at
Cologne (Clemen, op. tit., PL XVII): the circle defining the contour of the head can be seen
dearly, but the artist did not adhere
to

a

during the execution.
the former case, JD (the
midpoint of AC) designates the inner
corner of the left eye, in the latter, its
pupil; I (the midpoint of
in
the former case, the pupil of the right eye, in
AD) designates,
the latter, its inner corner. Thus, in both cases a
"foreshortening"
is
suggested by the fact that technically equal quantities "signify"
a larger value on the averted side than on the side turned toward
it

a In

us.

strictly
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head must be

83

with a smaller dimension, for the root
of the nose (B), from which the vertical dimensions are determined, is no longer level (as in the frontal head) with the
center of the circle which describes the contour of the skull;
since it coincides with eidier the corner of the eye or with the
pupil, it
if

AE

than

2,

is

satisfied

must

necessarily lie somewhat higher. Consequently,
must be somewhat less
equal to 2, nose-lengths,

BL

nose-lengths.

For all its tendency toward schematization, the Byzantine
canon was based, at least in some degree, on the organic
structure of the body; and the tendency toward geometrical
determination of form was still counterbalanced by an interest
in dimensions. The Gothic system one step further removed
from the antiquealmost exclusively serves to determine the
contours and the directions of movement. What the French
architect Villard de Honnecourt wants to transmit to his confr&res as the "art de pourtraicture" is a "m6thode exp^ditive
du dessin" which has but little to do witih. the measurement
of proportions, and from the outset ignores the natural structure of the organism. Here the figure is no longer "measured"
at all, not even according to head- or face-lengths; the schema
almost completely renounced, so to speak, the object. The
system of lines often conceived from a purely ornamental
point of view and at times quite comparable to the shapes of

Gothic tracery is superimposed upon the human form like an
independent wire framework. The straight lines are "guiding
7

rather than measuring lines: not always coextensive
with the natural dimensions of the body, they determine the
lines*

appearance of the figure only in so far as their position indicates the direction in which the limbs are supposed to move,
and as their points of intersection coincide with single, characteristic loci of the figure. Thus the upright male figure (Text
HI. 3) results from a construction that has absolutely no rela-

tion to the organic structure of the body: the figure (minus
head and arms) is inscribed into a vertically elongated penta-

gram whose upper vertex
side
88

AB

Thus a

figures

is

is

stunted and whose horizontal

about one third of the long sides AH" and BG. 52

false impression is created when,
by Villard, B. Haendcke, "DGrers

with regard to these
Selbstbildnisse

\ind
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Then points A and B

G

and

H

coincide with the joints o the shoulders;
with the heels; /, the midpoint of line AB, deter-

the pit of the throat; and the points

mines the location o

B

Construction of the Frontal Figure, on the basis of Villard
3
de Honnecourt Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, MS. fr. 19093, foL

which divide the long sides

into thirds (C, D, E, and F) determine, respectively, the location of the hip and the knee
joints.

53

Even

the heads (of

structed not only from

humans

as well as of animals) are consuch "natural" forms as circles, but also

konstraierte Figuren," Monatshefte fur
Kunstwtssenschaft, V, 1912,
*
fL
of
a
p. 185
(p. 188), speaks
proportional construction of the

whole, eight-face figure."

m The
more

magical significance of the pentagram certainly plays no
of a role in Viliard's "pourtrcticture than does tne
mystical

or cosmological significance of the numerical measurements in the
Byzantine canon of human proportions.

as a Reflection of the History of Styles
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from the triangle or even from the aforementioned pentagram,

54
wholly alien to nature. The animal figures
if some kind of articulation is
attempted at all are assembled, in a thoroughly inorganic way, from triangles, squares
and circular arcs (Text 111. 5). 55 And even where an interest
in mere proportions seems to prevail (as when the large head
reproduced in Fig. 24 is set into a large square subdivided

which, of

itself, is

into 16 equal squares, the side of each equaling i nose-length
as in the Mount Athos canon), 56 an upended square, made

up

of diagonals

and inscribed

ground plan of Gothic

into the large square (as in the

immediately introduces
a planunetrical, schematizing principle which determines the
form rather than the proportions. This very head, by the way,
makes us realize that all those things are not, as one might be

typical

tempted

finials)

,

to suppose, sheer fantasy (as closely as
they fre-

quently seem to border on this) a head from a contemporaneous stained-glass window at Rheims (Fig. #5) exactly
corresponds to Villard's construction not only as regards the
:

54 Similar

"drawing aids" survive, incidentally, in studio practice up
times; see, e.g., J. Meder, Die Handzeichnung> Vienna,
1919, p. 254, where this habit is correctly characterized as "mediaeval/* It can be observed even in Michelangelo; c
the drawing
K. Frey, Die Handzeichnungen Mfohelagniolos Buonarroti, Berlin,
1909-11, No. 290. A more complete survival of Villard de Honnecourt's "pourtraicture" can be observed in a French manuscript
of the middle of the sixteenth century (now Washington, D. C.,
Congressional Library, Department of Arts, ms. i) where all kinds
of animals and humans are schematized in wholly Vfflaidesaue
to

modern

fashion except that, corresponding to the date, the planimetrical
method of the thirteenth century is occasionally combined with
the sterometrical approach of the Renaissance theorists. [See now

Panofskv, Codex Hut/gens (cited p. vi), p. 119, Figs. 97-99.]
ss Even human
figures, when depicted seated or in other unusual
positions, are occasionally obtained by a combination of triangles,
etc.; see, e.g., Villard,

PL X3LH

56

Particularly striking is the heightening of the cranium, which, as
in the Mount Athos canon, equals i nose-length. That one of
Diirer's twenty-six types, too, shows tibe cranium heightened to

be interpreted (with V. Mortet, "La
humaine et le canon des proportions d'apres

i nose-length should not

mesure de

la figure

de Villard de Honnecourt, d'Albert Diirer et de Leonard
de Vinci," in Melanges offerts d M. Emtte Chatelain, Paris, 1910,
p. 367 ff.) as proof of an actual connection.
les dessins

2
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dimensions 57 but also in that tibe features of the face are
the idea of an upended square.
clearly determined by

ViBard de Honnecourt,

like

the Byzantine

and Byzan-

made an

interesting attempt to apply the
devised for the construction of the frontal aspect to

tinizing artists,

schema

the three-quarter view; but he attempted to construct whole

Construction of the Figure Turned to Three-Quarter Profile,
4
on the basis of Villard de Honnecourt Paris, Bibliotheque Na-

MS.

tionale,

fr.

19093, foL 19.

than heads and set about it in an even less
and even more arbitrary way (Text III. 4). He
the pentagram schema, described above, without any

figures rather
differentiated
utilized

except that he transferred the shoulder joint, previously coincident with point B to point X, approximately the
midpoint of the distance JB. Just as in the Byzantine construction of the three-quarter profile, the impression of "forealteration,

w The

only deviation consists in the relative enlargement of the

eyeballs.

as a Reflection of the History of Styles

Villard de

5

hound.

Honnecourt Constructed Heads, Hand and Grey-

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale,

shortening"

is

87

MS.

so achieved that the

fr.

19093, foi 18

same length

is

v.

made

to

"signify/* on the side averted from us, as much as half the
total width of the torso, viz., the distance from the
pit of the
throat to the shoulder joint (JX), while on the side turned

toward us

represents only one quarter of that total width.
This curious construction is perhaps the most telling example
it

of a theory of proportions

was

rion

which "pour Mgierement ouvrier"

exclusively concerned with a geometrical schematizaof the ''technical" dimensions, whereas the classical

theory, proceeding on diametrically opposite principles, had
restricted Itself to an anthropometric determination of the
"objective" dimensions.

2
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The practical importance of the procedures just characterized was naturally greatest where the artist was most
of his age: in
firmly bound by tradition and the general style
58
Byzantine art and in Romanesque. In the following period
their use seems to diminish, and the Late Gothic of the fouriv

teenth and fifteenth centuries, relying on subjective observation and equally subjective sentiment, appears to have rejected
all

constructional aids. 5

The

Italian Renaissance, however, looked

upon the theory

of proportions with unbounded reverence; but it considered
it, unlike the Middle Ages, no longer as a technical expedient

but as the realization of a metaphysical postulate.
The Middle Ages, it is true, were thoroughly familiar with

a metaphysical interpretation of the structure of the human
have seen an example of this way of thinking in
body.
the theories of the "Brethren of Purity,** and cosmological

We

speculations, centered

around the God-ordained correspond-

ence between the universe and

man

(and, therefore, the
ecclesiastical edifice),
played an enormous role in the philosophy of the twelfth century. In the writings of St Hildegard

Bingea a lengthy exposition has been pointed out where
the proportions of the human being are thus explained by the
harmonious plan of God's creation. 60 However, in so far as the
mediaeval theory of proportions followed the line of harmoof

nistic

cosmology,

it

had no

stood in relation to
68

art, it

relation to art;

and in

had degenerated

Mo

so far as it

a code of

Even here

this practical Importance should not be overestimated.
constructed
Precisely
figures are, on the whole, in a minority as
against those drawn in freehand, and even where the artists were
carefal to construct the guide lines, they frequently digressed from

them during the execution (c, e.g., Fig. 20, or the figure in St
Mary in Capitol referred to in Note 50).
m The
fairly frequent indication of a central vertical which, as it
were, supports the figure cannot be looked upon as either an aid
to construction or as an expedient for determining the proportions.
80
Pater Ildefons Herwegen, "Bin mittelalterlicher Kanon des menschlichen Koipers,"
Bepertofium fur Runstwissenschaft, XXXII,
1909, p. 445 ff. G. also the Chronicle of St-Trond (G. Weise in
ZeUschfift jut Qeschichte der ArcUtektor, IV, 1910-11, p. 126).
There is hardly any doubt that a more thorough investigation of
the sources wouH bring to light much more of the same in the

West

89
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practical

rules 61

nistic

which

liad lost all connection with

harmo-

62

cosmology,
currents merge
Only in the Italian Renaissance did the two
in which sculpture and painting began to
again. In an era
of artes liberates, and in which practicing
achieve the
position

artists tried to assimilate the entire scientific culture of their

and men of letters sought
epoch (while, conversely, scholars
to understand the work of art as a manifestation of the highest and most universal laws), it was only natural that even
the practical theory of proportions should be reinvested with
of human proportions was
metaphysical meaning. The theory
seen as both a prerequisite of artistic production and an
of the pre-established harmony between microcosm
expression

and macrocosm; and it was seen, moreover, as the rational
basis of beauty. The Renaissance fused, we may say, the
the theory of proportions, curcosmological interpretation of
rent in Hellenistic times and in the Middle Ages, with the
classical notion of "symmetry" as the fundamental principle
63
of aestibetic perfection.

a

As a

synthesis

was sought between

C,

once more, Villard's phrase "maniere pour 16gieremeat
ouvrier." It is characteristic of the mediaeval theory of proportions
that the Painter's Manual of Mount Athos furnishes specific information as to how much the width of the clothed figure should
exceed that of the unclothed (% of a tmit "should be added** for
the draperies).
88
That originally there had been such a connection is plausible on
from a
historical grounds (cf. above, p. 77
). Even the change
ten-face type in favor of a nine-face type may have been based on
number mysticism or cosmological lines of thought (theory of the
F. Saxl, cited p. vt]
spheres?). [See now
88
von Schlosser has shown that one of the earliest postJulius
classical

derived it possibly
champions of this doctrine, Ghiberti,
see below from an
through a Western intermediary, for which
Arabic source, the Optica of Alhazen. Even more interesting, howfrom Alhazen, yet
ever, is the fact that GMberti, while drawing
status.
to
an
of
idea
entirely different
proportionality
promoted the
fundamental
"the**
as
Alhazen does not look upon proportionality
rather lie mentions it, as one might say, en
of
beauty;
principle
remarkable excursus
his
In
passant.
thetics,

on what we would

he enumerates no fewer than twenty-one

call aes-

principles

or

is no category
beauty because, according to him, mere
of optical perception (such as light, color, size, position, continuity,
criterion under certain
etc.; which, cannot operate as an aesthetic

criteria of

&
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the mystical spirit and the rational, between Neo-PIatonism
and AristoteHanism, so was tie theory of proportions interharmonistic cosmology
preted both from the point of view of

seemed to bridge the gap between
fantasy and classical, Polyclitan order. Per-

and normative aesthetics;
Late-Hellenistic

it

haps the theory of proportions appeared so Infinitely valuable
to the iiMdng of the Renaissance precisely because only this
theorymathematical and speculative at the same timecould
the disparate spiritual needs of the age.
satisfy
sanctified (as an additional value
to consider the historical interest which the "heirs to

Thus doubly and trebly

we have

were bound

to take in the scanty allusions of the
classical authors for the sole reason that these authors were

antiquity"
classical),

64

the theory of proportions achieved an unheard-of

and in the context of

long list there appears, quite
inorganically connected with the other "categories," the paean to
the 'rektionship of the parts." Ghiberti, then, ignored all the other
categories andwith a remarkable instinct for that which is classicalappropriated only the passage in which the catchword "proconditions;

this

portionality" occurs.
AUhazen's aesthetics is remarkable, by the way, not only for the
division of the beautiful into as many criteria as there are categories of visual experience but, above all, for its pervasive relativism. Distance can be conducive to beauty in that it subdues

imperfections and irregularities; but the same is true of proximity
in that it renders effective the refinements of the design, etc. (cf.,
by way of contrast, the absolutism of the Stoics [Aetius, Stoicorum

vetenun Fragmenta, J. ab Arrnin, ed., Leipzig, II, 1903, p. 299 ff.] :
"the** most beautiful color is dark blue, "the** most beautiful
shape
is the sphere, etc.). On the whole, the
pertinent passage of the
Optica (which was taken over word for word, and not selectively,
by a mediaeval writer like Vitellio) deserves the attention of the
Orientalists if only because so purely aesthetic an
approach to
seems
be
to
to
other
Arabic
beauty
thinkers; see, for exforeign
ample, Ibn Chaldun (Knaldoun), Prolegomena (French translation in Notices et Extratts de la
Biblioth&que
ImpSriale, Paris,
*
.. and this [viz., the correct
1862-65, XK-XX), Vol. H, p. 413:
proportion, here used in a moral as well as aesthetic sense] is what
is meant
by the term beautiful and good!'
64
Vitravius, so zealously exploited and interpreted by Renaissance
writers, had not been unfamiliar to the Middle Ages ( cf Schlosser,
op. e&, p. 33 [and now H. Koch, cited p. vi])j but it is pre.

cisely the specifications of the proportions which
neglected by the mediaeval writers. As a rule,

were generally

they transmit, be-

91
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The proportions of the human
prestige in the Renaissance.
body were praised as a visual realization of musical harthey were reduced to general arithmetical or geometrical principles (particularly the "golden section/* to
which this period of Plato worship attached a quite extrava-

mony;

65

gant importance);

66

they were connected with the various

classical gods, so that they seemed to be invested with an
and historical, as well as with a mythological and

antiquarian

sides the division of the face into thirds, only the familiar statement
about the inscribability of the human figure into a square and a
circle (a statement which lent itself to cosmological interpretation),
was made to test Vitravius' data empirically or
and no

attempt
even to amend the obvious corruption in his text ( see Notes 16 and
around the figure not
83); Ghiberti proposes to describe the circle
from the navel, but from the crotch; Cesare Cesariano, M. Vitruvio Pollione,

and

I,

parts,

De Architettura

Libri

Decem, Como, 1521, Ms. XLIX

utilized the Vitruvian division of the face into three equal
each of which is 1/30 of the total length, for charting a "cali-

brated grid" comprising the entire figure, etc.
85
De sculptura ( H. Brockhaus, ed.,
e.g., Pomponius Gauricus,
work pubVienna, 1886, p. 130 ff.). Furthest in this respect goes a
lished at Venice in 1525, Frandsd Giorgii Veneti de harmonia
mundi totius cantica tria. That the writer (the same Francesco
on S. Francesco della
Giorgi who furnished the well-known report
at Venice) infers from the possibility of inscribing the

C,

Vigna

whose center he, like Ghiberti, transfers to
the crotch a correspondence between microcosm and macrocosm
is not unusuaL But he also connects the height, width and depth
with the dimensions of Noah's
relationships within the human body
ark (300:50:30) and very seriously equates particular proportions

human figure

in a circle

with the antique musical intervals, for instance:
Total length : length mimis the head
9:8 (tonus)
4-3 (diatessaron}
Length of torso : length of the legs
:i (diapaabdomen
Chest (horn pit of throat to navel)

=
=
:

=

son), etc.
The writer owes his knowledge of Francesco Giorgi s book,
is not
which, though hardly ever quoted in art-historical literature,
with Durer's theory
unimportant because of its possible connection
used to be the
to
what
Note
of proportions (cf. below, p. 100,
92),
Bibliothek Warburg at Hamburg and is now the Warburg Institute
of

London

University.

La

divina moportione, C. Winterberg, ed.
new ser., II), Vienna, 1889,
(QuelUnschriften fur Kunstgeschichte,
di wttira tfamore, here
Ltbro
130 ff. Further: Mario Equicok,

88

p.

Cf. e.g*,

Luca

Pacioli,

quoted from the Venice

edition, 1531, fol

78 i/v.

gs

2,
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And new

connection with a remark

by
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made in
identify human

attempts were

Vitravius to

and parts of buildings, in
proportions with those of buildings
order to demonstrate both the architectonic "symmetry'* of
the

human body and

the anthropomorphic vitality of archi-

tecture. 68

This high evaluation of the theory of proportions was, however, not always matched by a readiness to perfect its

methods. The more enthusiastic the Renaissance authors wax
about the metaphysical significance of human proportions, the

disposed they seem, as a rule, to empirical study and
verification. What they actually produced was generally little
more than a recapitulation (at most, an emendation) of
less

more

a reproduction of the nine-units
system already known to Cennini Only occasionally did they
attempt to specify the measurements of tihe head by a new
method60 or, to keep up with the conquest of the third dimension, sought to supplement the statements about length and
width with statements about depth, 70 One senses the dawn
of a new era chiefly in that the theoreticians began to check
Vitravius or, even

often,

the Vitruvian data

by measuring

they found them, at

first,

to

classical statues

whereby
71 but
respects
72 and in that
divergent results;

be confirmed in

all

later arrived, occasionally, at
at least a few of them, often

with reference to classical

w Giovanni Paolo
Lomazzo,

deW

Trattato

arte delta pittura, Milan,
3; Book I, Ch. 31.

1584 (reprinted Rome, 1844), Book IV, Gh.

op. (M.; farther, L. B. Alberti, De re aedificatoria, VII, Ch. 13; after bJm, Giannozzo Manetti (ed. Muiatori,
SS. ret. ltd., Ill, Fart II, p. 937); Lomazzo, op. eft., Book I, Ch. 30,

88

Thus,

e.g., Filarete,

Such correspondences are particularly noteworthy when an
attempt is made to illustrate them pictorially, as, for example, in
the "Codex Angelo da Cortina/* now in the Stadtbibliothek at
etc.

Budapest, or by Francesco di Giorgio Martini (treatise cited above,
Note 30), Plate Volume, PL I.
w See
Ghiberti, loc. ctt., who, incidentally, repeats tihe Vitruvian
canon in addition to his own; cf. also Luca Pacioli, loc. cit.

w This

applies to Pomponius Gauricus who certainly under the influence of Leonardo da Vinci, noticeable also in other respectsgives, comparatively speaking,
the other writers.

n Luca
Pacioli,
n Cesare

more

detailed information than

op. c&, pp. 135-36.
Cesariano, op, tit., foL XLVIH.

do
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a certain differentiation of the ideal
mythology, insisted upon
canon.
.

The

coexistence of the Vitravian

traditions implied, per se,

two

and the pseudo-Varronic

different types,

one comprising

when

these types were
an even shorter one, the theorists arrived

nine face-lengths, the other ten; and

supplemented by
at a triad which could be related, according to taste, with
74
73 with the three
styles of classical architecture,
specific gods,
75 It is
or with the categories of nobility, beauty, and grace.
however, that our expectation to see these types

significant,

elaborated in detail is nearly always disappointed. When it
comes to exact, individual measurements, the authors either
fall silent, or, while recognizing a plurality o
types, single

out one which, at second glance, turns out to be identical with
one of the old stand-bys the canons of Vitruvius and Cen76 And if the First Book of Lomazzo's Trattato della
nini.

out for both its great variety of types and for
pittura stands
tibis disits exact specification of their measurements, it owes
fact that Lomazzo, writing as late as
tinction to the

simple

whom he

could exploit in recHess
fashion: the man of nine head-lengths (Ch. 9) is identical
with Dirrer s "Type D," the one of eight head-lengths (Ch.
10) with Dilrer's "Type B," that of seven head-lengths
1584, had predecessors

with Diirers "Type A," the very slender man
(Ch. 8) with Diirer s "Type E ," etc.
As far as solid knowledge and methodical procedure are
ii )

(Ch.

concerned, only two artist-theoreticians of the Italian Renaissance took decisive steps toward developing the theory of
mediaeval standards: Leone Battista
proportions beyond
and
Alberti, the prophet of the "new, grand style,'* in art,

Leonardo da Vinci,

its

inaugurator.

77

See Lomazzo, op. cit.> IV, 3. His identification of the pagan gods
with Christian characters was anticipated by Diirer.
w Filarete, loc. cto.; cf also Francesco
Giorgi, op. dt., I, p. 229 ff.,
is
where a nine-head type
distinguished from a seven-head type.
ra

.

Thus, Federigo Zuccari (cf. Schlosser, Die Kwuttitefator, Vienna,
1934, p. 345 )
TO
Identical with the latter is, e.g., Filarete's "Doric* man who,
and the "Corinthian/*
oddly enough, is slenderer than the "Ionic"
TO

w It

ence

is
is

future.

hoped that Bramante's
attested to in literary

on proportions, whose existreferences, will be discovered in the
studies

94
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their determination to raise the theory of
of an empirical science. Dissatisfied
proportions to the level
data of Vitmvius and their own Italian
with the

Both agree in

inadequate

forerunners, they disregarded tradition in favor of an experience supported by the accurate observation of nature,
Italians that they were,

they did not attempt to replace the

one, ideal type with a plurality of "characteristic" ones. But
they ceased to determine this ideal type on the basis of a

harmonistic metaphysics or

by accepting the data

of sanctified

they ventured to face nature herself and approached the living human body with compass and ruler,
except that from a multitude of models they selected those
authorities:

which, in their
advisers,

own judgment and in the opinion of competent

were deemed the most

beautiful. 78 Their intention

was to discover the ideal in an attempt to define the normal,
and instead of detemining the dimensions only roughly and
only in so far as they were visible on the plane, they sought
approach the ideal of a purely scientific anthropometry by
ascertaining them, with great exactitude and careful regard
to

to the natural structure of the

body, not only in height but

width and depth.
Alberti and Leonardo, then, supplemented an artistic practice which had freed itself from mediaeval restrictions
by a
theory of proportions which accomplished more than to provide the artist with a planimetric schema of designa
theory
which, based on empirical observation, was capable of defining the normal human figure in its organic articulation and in
also in

full

three-dimensionality. These

however,

common

two great "moderns"

differed,

one important respect: Alberti tried to attain the
goal by perfecting the method Leonardo, by exin

panding and elaborating the material. With the open-minded79
ness that characterizes his
approach even to the antique,
Alberti freed himself, as far as

method

is

concerned, from

18

Alberti, op. tit., p. 201. Leonardo ( Leonardo da Vinci, das Buch
von der Malerei, H. Ludwig, ed. [Quelknschnften fur Kunstgeschichte, XV-XVII], Vienna, 1881, Articles 109 and 137) even

admits the validity of general
public opinion
6o2b).

n See

p. 84.

also, e.g.,

(cf. Plato, Politicus,

Dagobert Frey, Rmmantestudien,

I,

Vienna, 1915,
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his proevery tradition. He devised only loosely attaching
cedure to Vitruvius' statement that the foot is equal to one
sixth of the total length of the body a new, ingenious system
of mensuration which he called "Exempeda": he divided the

pedes (feet), sixty unceolae (inches),
hundred minuta (smallest units) 80-with the result

total length into six

and

six

that

he could

obtain
easily yet accurately

and tabulate the

measurements taken from the living model (Text 111. 6); the
could even be added and subtracted like decimal
quantities
fractions which indeed they are. The advantages of this new
The traditional units teste or wf were
system are obvious.
81 To
too krge for detailed mensuration.
express the measurements in common fractions of the total length was cumbersome because it is impossible to detennine how many times
an unknown length is contained in a known one without pro-

the unica et infinita diligentw
longed experimentation (it took
of a Diirer to operate in this fashion without losing patience)
And to apply commercial standards of measurement (such,
for example, as the "Florentine cubit" or the "Roman canna")
and their subdivisions would have been fruitless when the
was to ascertain, not the absolute,
purpose of the undertaking
but the relative dimensions of the object: the artist could
.

benefit only
figure

by a canon which enabled him

to represent his

on any

scale required.
results obtained by Alberti himself are,

The

it

must be

table
admitted, somewhat scanty; they consist of one single
of measurements which, however, Alberti claims to have veri-

number of different permethod of measure-

investigating a considerable
sons. 82 Leonardo, instead of refining the

fied

80

by

Alberti, op.

cit. y

p.

it is

ff.

The term "Exempeda"

is

supposed to

to
("to observe strictly"]); according
Greek,
intended to convey, in somewhat questionable

derive from the verb
others,

178

t&fjiiredta

the idea of a "six-foot system.**
a Albertfs
was in many respects too
system, on the other hand,
intricate for practical use. In practice, most artists had recourse to
the unit of a testa divided into halves or thirds; cf. the well-known
Braun 116). AccordMichelangelo drawing, Thode 532 (photogr.
interests were, in fact,
ing to his own statement, Michelangelo's
directed less toward the compilation of numerical measurements,
than toward the observation ofatti e gesti.
81

Alberti, op.

cit.,

p.

198
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6

Follower of Leonardo da Vinci. Figure Proportioned accord"Exempeda." Drawing in the Codex Vd~
hrdl Phot Giraudon, No. 260; the subdivision of the upper section entered by the writer.
ing to L. B. Albertfs

ment, concentrated on enlarging the field of observation.
When dealing with human as opposed to equine proportions, he mostly resorted, after the model of Vitruvius and in
83 to the
method
sharp contrast to aU other Italian theorists,
of common fractions without, however,
entirely rejecting the

m Whom he

excerpted and emended (Richter, The Literary Works
&f Leonardo da Vinti, London, 1883, No. 307, PL XI). The fact
that Lomazzo used the method of common fractions is based on his
direct

dependence upon Diker

(cf.

above, p. 93).
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"Italo-Byzantine" division of the
lengths.

He

84

could be

satisfied

97

body

into nine or ten face-

with these relatively simple

methods because he interpreted the prodigious amount of
visual material which he collected (without, unfortunately,
ever synthesizing it) from an entirely original point of view.
Identifying the beautiful with the natural, he sought to ascertain,

not so

formity of

much the aesthetic excellence as the organic unithe human form; and for him, whose scientific

85 the criterion
for
thinking was largely dominated by analogy,
this organic uniformity consisted in the existence of "corre-

spondences" between as

many

though often comThus, most of his state-

as possible,
86

of the body.
pletely disparate, parts
ments are couched in the form: "da

x a y & simile a

lo spau'o

e z" ("the distance ocy equals the distance vz").
Above all, however, he extended the very aims of anthropometry in a novel direction: he embarked upon a systematic

che & infra

t;

investigation of those mechanical and anatomical processes by
which the objective dimensions of the quietly upright human

body

and thereby fused the
human proportions with a theory of human move-

are altered from case to case,

theory of
ment. He determined the thickening of the joints while flexing
or the expansion and contraction of the muscles which attends
the bending or stretching of the knee or the elbow, and

ulti-

84

In Leonardo's studies both types one corresponding to the Vitruvian proportions, the other to the Cennini-Gauricus canon coexist
without differentiation so that it is often difficult or impossible to
connect a particular statement with either the one or the other. [For
Leonardo's far more elaborate system of measuring the proportions
of the horse, see now E. Panofsky, The Codex Huygens and Leonardo da Vinci s Art Theory (Studies of the Warburg Institute,
XIII), London, 1940, p. 51 ff.]
85
Cf. L. Olschki, Geschichte der neusprachlichen wissenschaftlichen
Literatur, I, Heidelberg, 1919, p. 369 ff. I do not agree, however,
with Olschkfs interpretation of Leonardo on all points.
Cf. E. Panofsky, Durers Kunsttheorie, Berlin, 1915, p. 105 ff. The
method of "determining analogies" was adopted by Pomponius
Gauricus and, among others, Affricano Colombo, who appended to
88

book on the planets (Natura et inclinatione aelle sette
a
Pianeti)
theory of proportions for painters and sculptors (completely based on Vitruvius in every other respect). His fusing of
astrological doctrines with the theory of proportions is a charachis small

teristic attempt at reinterpreting Leonardo's scientific naturalism in
the spirit of cosmological mysticism.
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movements

to a general prindescribed as the principle of continuous

mately managed to reduce
ciple

Human

all

and uniform circular motion. 87
These two developments throw light on what is perhaps the
most fundamental difference between the Renaissance and
all
previous periods of art. We have repeatedly seen that there
were three circumstances which could compel the artist to
make a distinction between the "technical" proportions and
the "objective": the influence of organic movement, the influence of perspective foreshortening, and the regard for the
visual impression of the beholder. These three factors of variation have one thing in common: they all presuppose the artistic

recognition of subjectivity. Organic movement introduces into
the calculus of artistic composition the subjective will and the

subjective emotions of the thing represented; foreshortening,
the subjective visual experience of the artist; and those

"eurhythmic" adjustments which alter that which is right in
favor of that which seems right, the subjective visual experience of a potential beholder. And it is the Renaissance which,
for the

time, not only affirms but formally legitimizes
rationalizes these three forms of subjectivity.
first

and

In Egyptian art only the objective had counted because the
represented beings did not move from their own volition and
consciousness, but seemed, by virtue of mechanical laws, to

be

eternally arrested in this or that position;

because no fore-

shortening took place; and because no concessions were made
to the visual experience of the beholder. 88 In the Middle Ages,
art espoused, as it were, the cause of the
plane against that of
the subject as well as that of the object, and produced that
style in

which, though "actual" as opposed to "potential"
movement took place, the figures seemed to act under the indella pittura, Article 267
Alberti had already observed (op. cliv p. 203) that the breadth and thickness of the arm
change according to its movement; but he had not as yet attempted
to determine the extent of these
[For Leo-

changes numerically.
nardo's theory of circular movement, see now Panofsky, The Codex
Hut/gens, pp. 23 ff., 122 ff., Figs. 7-13.]
^Setting aside all stylistic considerations, we must bear in mind
that the most important Egyptian works of art were not created for
the purpose of being seen; they were
pkced in dark, inaccessible
tombs, removed from every view.
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fluence of a higher power rather than of their own free will;
and in which, though the bodies turn and twist in various
of depth is achieved or intended
no real

impression

ways,

Only

did the three subjective factors

in classical antiquity

of organic

movement, perspective foreshortening and optical
attain recognition; but and this is the funda-

adjustment
mental difference such recognition was, so to speak, unofficial.
was not paralleled by an equally
Polyclitan anthropometry
nor by an equally developed
developed theory of movement
whatever foreshortening is encountered
of

perspective:
theory
in classical art does not result from the interpretation of the
as a central projection constructible by strict
visual

image

and the adjustments intended to rectify
geometrical methods;
the view for the beholder were, so far as we know, handled
It was, therefore, a fundamental inonly "by rule of thumb/'
novation when the Renaissance supplemented anthropometry

with both a physiological (and psychological) theory of move89
ment and a mathematically exact theory of perspective.

Those who

like to interpret historical facts symbolically

may

of a specifically "modern" conceprecognize in this the spirit
tion of the world which permits the subject to assert itself
as something independent and equal;
against the object
whereas classical antiquity did not as yet permit the explicit
formulation of this contrast; and whereas the Middle Ages

believed the subject as well as the object to be submerged in
a higher unity.
lie actual transition from the Middle Ages to the Renais-

sance (and, in a sense, beyond

it)

can be observed, as under

in the development of the first German
laboratory conditions,
theorist of human proportions: Albrecht Diirer. Heir to the
Northern, Gothic tradition, he started out with a planimetrical

In the Renaissance even the Whythmic'* alterations to which the
measurements had to be subjected in works placed above eye level
were determined by means
(or, for example, on vaulted surfaces)
of exact geometrical construction. See Leonardo's directions for
curved walls (Richter, op. cit., PL XXXI; Tratpainting objects on
*

88

for the scaling of letters
tato, Article 130), or Diirer's directions
on different levels, would appear to be of
which,

though placed
der Messung
,
1525, fol. K. 10);
equal size (Underweysung
wall
Biker's method, transferred from
inscriptions to mural paint.

ings,

is

repeated in Barbaro, op. dt., p. 23.

.

.

loo
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(at the beginning not even incorporating the
Vitravian data) which, like Villard's "pourtraicture/' pur-

surface

scheme

and proporported to determine posture, movement, contour
90 Under the influence
of
tions at the same time (Fig. 26)
Leonardo and Alberti, however, he shifted his aims towards a
.

to have an
purely anthropometric science which he believed
educational rather than practical value: "In the rigid postures
in which they are drawn up on the foregoing pages/' he says
of his numerous, elaborate paradigms, "the figures are of no

use whatever."91 In his disciplined and unrewarding pursuit
of knowledge for its own sake, Diker employed the classical

and Leonardesque method of common fractions (Text 111. 7)
in the First and Second Book, and Albertfs TExempeda*
(whose smallest
divisions)

^It

is

unit,

^~,

92 in the Third.

this

structural

he

split

into three further sub-

But he surpassed both great

affinity

Italians

rather than the fortuitous

corre-

spondence observed by Mortet (cf. above, Note 56) which constitutes an intrinsic relationship between Dtirer and the Middle
Ages, especially Villard de Honnecourt H. Wolfflin (in Monatshefte fur Kunstwissenschaft, VIII, 1915, p. 254) would therefore seem to overstate the case when he says that Mortet had correctly recognized the connection between Diirer's early studies in
human proportion and Gothic tradition. It may be mentioned here

that Dr. Edmund Schilling has succeeded in discovering circular
arcs, traced with the compass, in the Sebastian drawing L.IQO
which this writer had claimed as belonging to the series of constructed drawings beginning with L./4/75 ( our Fig. 26 )
.

81

"Darrn die Bilder dochten so gestrackt, wie sie vorn beschrieben
sind, nichts zu brauchen." Cf. Panofsky, Durers Kunstiheorie,
p. 81 ff., especially p. 89 G. and in ff.

a moot question as to how Diirer became familiar with Albertfs "Exempeda," since the De Statua, in which it is described,
was not published until many years after Diirer's death. Conceivably Diire/s source can be identified with the Harmonia mundi
totim by Francesco Giorgi (see above, Note 65); this work contains (foL C.i) a circumstantial description of Albertfs method,
whichapart from one terminological misunderstandingis fairly
accurate and amounts to a direct quotation: "Attendendum est ad
82

It is

nonnulli microcosmographi metiuntur ipsum
et mensuram
Dividunt
enim id per sex pedes .
humanum corpus.
unius ex iis pedibus hexipedam [!] vocant Et hanc partiuntur in
gradus decem, unde ex sex hexipedis gradus sexaginta resultant,
minuta/* "Attention must
gradura veto quemlibet in decem
be paid to the measurements which certain microcosmographers

mensuras,

quibus

.

.

.

.

.

as
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Albrecht Diirer, "Man D." From the First Book of Vie*
7n
Bucher von menschlicher Proportion,
Nuremberg, 1528.

not only by the
variety and precision of his measurements, but
also by a
genuinely critical self-limitation. Firmly renouncing
the ambition to discover one ideal canon of
beauty, lie undertook the infinitely more laborious task of
various
setting

up

apply to the human body itself. They divide it into six feet . . and
the measure of one of these feet
they call exempeda [!]. This measure they divide into ten
parts [gradus, called unceolae by Albert!];
so that six feet total
sixty parts, and each part into ten smallest
units [minuta, the authentic Albertian term]/* The author
himself,
.

however, prefers a division into 300 rather than 600 minuta, in
order to preserve the aforementioned (Note 65)
correspondences

102
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own way

should

He accumulated no fewer than twenty-

an example of the infant's body
and the detailed measurements of the head, the foot and the
hand. 93 Not satisfied with even this, he indicated ways and
six sets of proportions, plus

means

of further varying these

many

types so as to capture

even the abnormal and grotesque by
methods (Text HI 8). 9 *

strictly

geometrical

attempted to supplement his theory of mensuration with a theory of movement (which, however, turned out
to be rather awkward and mechanical95 because of his lack of
anatomical and physiological knowledge) and with a theory
Diirer, too,

of perspective. 96 Since he ? like the great Italian painter-theoreticist, Piero della Francesca, wanted to see perspective

applied to

human

figures as well as to inanimate objects,

he

attempted to facilitate this very complicated process by reducing the irrational surfaces of the human body to shapes
definable by simple planes, 07 and it is extraordinarily informabetween the human body and Noah's ark. The publication date of
Francesco Giorgfs work, 1525, would agree with our hypothesis,
since it can be proved (cf. Panofsky, Durers Kunsttheorie, p. 119)
that Diirer first became acquainted with the "Exempeda" between
1523 and 1528. [Agrippa of Nettesheim may have drawn from the
same source, since he refers to the "Exempeda" system in the
printed edition of his

De

occulta philosopJiia (published in 1531),

H, 27, but not in the original version of 1509.]
"Albrecht Diker, Vier Biicher von menschlicher
Nuremberg, 1528, Books I and H.

m

85

Proportion,

Ibidem, Book HI.

Ibidem, Book IV.

M Albrecht

TJnderweysung det Messung mit
und Richtscheyt, Nuremberg, 152.5, fol. P.L.v. fL
Diirer,

dem

Zirckel

*

Diker, Vier Biicher , . . , Book IV, and numerous drawings. I am
referring to the famous "cube system" which, according to
Lomazzo, goes back to Foppa, and which was later taken up and

developed by Holbein, Altdorfer, Luca Cambiaso, Erhard Schon,
and otters (cf. Meder, op. cit., p. 624, Figs, on pp. 319, 619, 623).
This system is related to Diirer's drawings of heads the surfaces of
which are reduced to polygons (illustrated in Meder, op. dt.,
p. 622), a device which the present writer has tried to trace back

to Italian sources (Kunstchrontk, new ser., XXVI, 1915, coL 53.4
ff.) and to which Meder (p. 564, Fig. 267) has produced a more
conclusive analogy.

as a Reflection of the History of Styles
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v

;

8
Albrecht Diirer. Four Caricatured Profiles. From the Third
Book of Vier Bilcher von menschlicher Proportion, Nuremberg,
1528.

compare these schemes, elaborated in the twenties,
with the constructions of ca. 1500 (Fig. 26). Instead of intertive to

fering with the final representation, the later Diirer only
prepares it; instead of defining contours by circular arcs, he
inscribes plastic units into stereometrical solids; to a mathe-

matical schematization of linear design he opposes a mathematical clarification of plastic concepts (Fig. 27) . 98

v

von menschlicher Proportion marls
a climax which the theory of proportions had never reached

98

Diirer's Vier Bilcher

In another way, likewise no longer planimetries, the figure in mois schematized in a series of
otrawings, ascribed to Erhard
Schon, an example of which is reproduced in Text I1L 9 (reproductions also in Fr. W. Ghillany, Index rarimmorum aliquot
librorum, quos hdbet bibliatheca pubtica Noribergensis, 1846, p.
15). For the method followed in these drawings, cf. the illustration in Leonardo's Trattato, Article 173.
tion

5
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was

to reach ever after. It also marks, however, the
himself succumbed, to a debeginning of its decline. Diirer
of pursuing the study of human progree, to the temptation
in itself: by their very exactitude and
portions as an end

before nor

complexity his investigations went more and more beyond the

Erhard Schon

9

(tracing).
82.

(?).

Schematization of

Human Movement

Nuremberg, Stadtbibliothek, Cod. Cent V. App. 34aa,

fol.

bounds of artistic usefulness, and finally lost almost all connection with artistic practice. In his own work, the effect of
this

overdeveloped anthropometric technique is less noticeable than that of his first, imperfect endeavors. And if we

remember

that the smallest unit of his metrical system, the socalled "particle" (Trumlein), was
equal to less than a milli-

meter, the
obvious.

chasm between theory and practice becomes

What

follows Diire/s efforts in the theory of human proportions as a branch of the theory of art is, therefore, on the

one hand a
al more or

series of
less

such

insignificant workshop productions,
dependent on his opus maius, as the booklets

a Reflection of the History of Styles

as

105

100
101 van
der Heyden, 102
Schon,
by Lautensack," Beham,

or Bergmuller; 103 and, on the other, such
aridly dogmatic
works as those of a Schadow 104 or a Zeising. 105 But while his

he had hoped, the cause of art, they
proved invaluable for the development of such new sciences as
100
anthropology, criminology and most surprisingly biology.
methods did not

serve, as

This final development of the theory of
proportions corresponds, however, to the general evolution of art itself. The

value and significance of a theory exclusively concerned with the objective dimensions of bodies contained
within definable boundaries could not but depend on whether
artistic

or not the representation of such objects was recognized as
the essential goal of artistic activity. Its importance was bound
to diminish in proportion as the artistic
genius began to
emphasize the subjective conception of the object in preference to the object itself. In Egyptian art, the theory of pro-

meant almost everything because the subject meant
almost nothing; it was doomed to sink into insignificance as
soon as this relation was reversed. The victory of the subjective principle was
prepared, we recall, by the art of the fifteenth century, which affirmed the autonomous mobility of
the things represented and the autonomous visual experience
88
H. Lautensack, Des Circkels und Richtscheyts, ouch der Perspective und Proportion der Menschen und Rosse kurtze doch
grundportions

liche Underweisung,

Nuremberg, 1564.
Dies
Bitchlein zeyget an .
ein Mass oder ProBeham,
portion des Ross, Nuremberg, 1528; idem, Kunst und Lere Bilchlein
. ,
.
also
Frankfurt, 1546 (and frequently thereafter); c
his engravings, p. 219-21.
E. Schon, Underweysung der Proportion und SteUung der Pos100

H.

S.

.

.

.

m

sen,

Nuremberg, 1542 (facsimile

edition, L. Baer, ed., Frankfurt,

1920).
302

J.

van der Heyden, Reissbuchlein

.

.

.

,

Strassburg, 1634.

**]". G. Bergmuller, Anthropometria oder Statur des Menschen,
Augsburg, 1723.
G. Schadow, Polyclet oder von den Massen der Menschen, Ber-

m

1834 (nth ed., Berlin, 1909).
A. Zeising, Neue Lehre von den Proportionen des Korpers, Lelp2*g> 3-S54; idem, Aesthetische Forschungen, Frankfurt, 1855.
100
1 am referring to the very serious revival of Diirer's doctrine of
. , Book
"geometrical variation* ( Vier Bucher
III) in D'Arcy W.
lin,

105

1"

.

Thompson's famous book
1917.

.

On Growth and

Form,

&cst published in

106
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When, after the "revival
antiquity" had spent its momentum, these first
to the subjective principle came to be exploited to

of the artist as well as the beholder.
of classical

concessions

the

full,

human proportions as a
The styles that may be

the role of the theory of

branch of art theory was finished.
grouped under the heading of "pictorial" subjectivism the

most eloquently represented by seventeenth-century
Dutch painting and nineteenth-century Impressionism could

styles

do nothing with a theory of

them

human

solid objects in general,

ticular,

meant

under

the

and

proportions, because for
the human figure in par-

in comparison with the light
fused in unlimited space. 107 The styles that may
little

heading

of

Baroque Mannerism and

"non-pictorial"

modem

and air difbe grouped

subjectivism pre-

"Expressionism"could do
nothing with a theory of human proportions, because for them
the solid objects in general, and the human figure in particular, meant something only in so far as they could be arbitrarily

shortened and lengthened, twisted, and,

integrated.
107

108

dis-

To Northern

and sixteenth
followers
108

finally,

C

who

art this applies at an even earlier date (fifteenth
centuries), except for such artists as Diirer and his
fell under the
spell of classical tendencies.

Michelangelo's statement referred to in Note 81. Even in the
on art which, as such, necessarily gravitates
toward "objectivistic" classicism, a waning of the interest in a scientific
theory of proportions can be observed in certain places and at
certain times. Vincenzo Danti, the epigone of Michelangelo,
planned a work (published only in small excerpts) which, despite
its title Dette
perfette proportioni, does not proceed mathematically
but approaches the subject from an anatomical, mimic and pathognomic point of view (see J. von Schlosser, Die Kunstliteratur,
pp. 343 fL, 359, 396); and the Netherlander Garel van Mander
treated the problem of proportions with extraordinary indifference
(see Schlosser, ibid.). [Cf. also E. Panofsky, Idea (Studien der
Bibliothek Warburg, V), Leipzig and Berlin, 1924, p. 41 ff.; in
the Italian translation, Florence, 1952, p. 57 ff.] All the more surprising is the fact that Rembrandt, who certainly had no special
interest in the
theory of proportions, on one occasion drew a Vitruvius man-in-a-square; but he "disguised" him so successfully that
he has not been recognized as such: as an Oriental, sketched from
the model and dressed in turban and long cloak, whose posture is
casual rather than rigid, the head turned slightly to the side. Were
it not for the
square and the crosslines dividing the torso, the drawtheoretical literature

ing (C. Hofstede de Groot, Die Handzeichnungen Rembrandts,
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In "modern" times, then, the theory of human proportions,

abandoned by the

artists

and the

theorists of art,

was

left to

the scientists-except for circles fundamentally
opposed to the
progressive development which tended toward subjectivity. It
is no accident that the mature Goethe,
abandoned the

having

Romanticism of

youth in favor of an essentially classicistic
devoted a warm and active interest to what

his

conception of art,
had been the favorite discipline of Leonardo and Diirer: "To
work away at a canon of masculine and feminine propor-

he writes

H. Meyer, "to seek the variations out of
which character arises, to examine more closely the anatomical
tions,"

structure,

to J.

and to seek the beautiful forms that mean

exterior

perfection-to such difficult researches I wish you to contribute your share just as I, for my part, have made some
preliminary investigations."
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Haarlem, 1906, No. 631) would be accepted as a costume study
from life, and the outspread arms would De interpreted as an expressive gesture.

m Goethe,
IV,

9, p-

Letter to

248).

Meyer

of

March

13,

1791 (Weimar

edition,

Durch das aristotelische
Fernrohr geblickt.
Über Denkobjekte und anthropologischen Scharfsinn einer
zeitgenössischen Wunderkammer
ROSWITHA SCHULLER

Schließlich war er in allen Dingen von so
scharfem Verstand und erfand Gerätschaften,
mit denen man bequemlich Flüsse überqueren
konnte, wo keine Brücken waren oder wo keine
Boote zur Verfügung standen, oder er erfand
Chiffren, die man nicht ohne ein von ihm verfertigtes Instrument verstand.
Gian Paolo Lomazzo über Giuseppe Arcimboldo, aus „Idea del Tempio della Pittura“,
Cap. 38, Mailand 1590.
APPARAT. Giuseppe Arcimboldo, der in den siebziger Jahren
des 16. Jahrhunderts im Dienst der Habsburger stand, schuf
neben seinen zahlreichen Portraits auch viele Entwürfe für
höfische Feste, darunter Kostüme, skulpturale Attribute und
Prunkschlitten. Heute lassen sich die ursprünglichen Funktionen dieser reich verzierten Artefakte, beispielsweise die
des Verkehrsmittels, nur noch erahnen, darunter allegorische
Ausformungen beliebter höfischer Themen wie etwa mythologische Figuren, Allegorien der Elemente oder des Jahreskreises. Das Kommunikationsmittel wird selbst zur Aussage, im
Sinne Marshal McLuhans – the medium is the message.
Entwürfe solcher kurioser Geräte sind im Barockzeitalter
Herrschaftsallegorien, sie zeigen die Beherrschbarkeit von
Umwelt und Gesellschaft zur Erheiterung der höfischen Klasse.
Zeitgenössische Devices in unserem alltäglichen Gebrauch
sind ebenso Ausdruck von Wohlstand und Wissen, sie schaffen
eigene Bildkonventionen und Kanäle, sie erzeugen Netzwerke
wie auch Filterblasen.
DENKOBJEKT. Fast ein Jahrhundert später erscheint Das
Aristotelische Fernrohr (Il cannochiale aristotelico, Erstausgabe
1654, erweiterte Neuauflage 1670) des Turiner Rhetorikers
Emanuele Tesauro. Der Autor entwirft darin die erste große
Theorie der Metapher, indem dieser das menschliche Denken
und Denkspiel als Instrument konstruiert. Gedankengänge,
Methodiken und Theorien versinnbildlicht Tesauro als Maschinen der Erkenntnis. Und so überführt er die im Wortsinn esoterische Architektur des Denkens (vom griechischen ἐσωτερικός
für „innerlich“) in exoterische Apparaturen, die sodann dem
Leser – oder, im zeitgemäßen Sinn, dem User – an die Hand
gegeben werden.

Was ist damit heute anzustellen? Tesauros Werk entsteht in
einer krisenhaften Zeit, der Übergangsperiode eines statisch–
christlichen Mittelalters hin zu der bewegt–dynamischen, von
der protomodernen Naturwissenschaft geprägten, Neuzeit.1
Ähnlich krisenhaft vollzieht sich heute der Wandel von später
Industrie– zu Digitalkultur und findet seinen Ausdruck unter
anderem in einem veränderten Objektbegehren. Nostalgie
prägt dabei diese heutige Beziehung zum physischen Objekt,
eine Objektsehnsucht welche die zeitgemäße künstlerische
Produktion aufgreift, bis hin zu einer Retrogradation früher
visueller Digitalia. Dies zeigt sich in einer Faszination für die
typischen knallpastelligen Farbverläufe alter Windowsoberflächen, seien es Ordnerstrukturen, Symbole, oder das Spiel
mit Auflösungen und Ähnlichem. Diese Objektsehnsucht lässt
sich in der Übersetzung virtueller Ästhetik in physikalische
Objekte aufzeigen, dem Clustering von Objekten, der Referenzialität und Spiegelung des Virtuellen im Physikalischen (und
umgekehrt). Hier fügt sich die Klammer zu Tesauro und seinen
Zeitgenossen, die auch damals durchaus den Umgang mit
einer Geschmackskultur diskutierten. Diese historische Analogie verweist einerseits auf das Herausschälen von Manierismen
aus einer antike–konzentrierten, idealtypischen Kunstauffassung der Renaissance und andererseits auf einen möglichen
kontemporären Gegenentwurf zu den Formatierungen der
neuen Medien und ihrer Displays, ihren glatten Oberflächen,
ihren programmatischen Filternormen des Angleichens und
Ausgleichens, ihrer inneren Organisationsstruktur. Die manieristische Methode ist die Lust zur Abweichung; das ästhetische Arbeiten erweist sich als eine Konzeptualisierung von
Alltagsgegenständen und Gebrauchsmaterialien.
Ernst Robert Curtius erkennt diese Methode in der Verknüpfung von gedanklichem Inhalt und ästhetischer Form und
beschreibt sie beispielhaft anhand antiker Figurengedichte:

... das sind Gedichte, deren Schrift– oder Druckbild die Figur des
Gegenstandes nachahmt: Flügel, Ei, Beil, Altar, Schalmei.
Ernst Robert Curtius: Europäische Literatur und Lateinisches Mittelalter,
Tübingen, Basel: Francke Verlag, 1993 (1948), S. 288.
EFFEKTE. Nicht nur unser gestalterisches Tun übt einen Effekt auf
die Dinge aus, auch ihre Gestaltung hat wiederum einen Effekt auf
uns. In der Art und Weise wie Tesauro sein Fernrohr benutzt spielt
er beim Leser auf das Verständnis eines traditionellen Gebrauchs
dieses Objekts an, wie auch auf einen möglichen imaginären Gebrauch. Er verschränkt somit dessen Nutzen als Konvention und
gleichsames Herauslösen aus dieser Konvention bis hin zu einer
neuen Nutzbarkeit. Dies ist ein Leitmotiv des Manierismus und auch
späteren Barock; ein dynamisches Verschränken, wie es im Barock
auch in der Architektur Ausdruck finden wird. Natur und Kunst,
Kunstnatur, Geometrisierung des Organischen, das alles leistet das
künstlerische Artefakt. Mehr noch ist es die ästhetische Metaphorisierung von Denkstrukturen, oft dargestellt in allegorischen
Motiven. Das Objekt wandelt sich zu einem als poetisch empfundenen Symbol. Zeitgenössische Allegorien können anstelle von
Emblemen historischer Tugendkataloge neue Attribute einführen,
als Verbildlichung von Datenströmen, digitalen Netzwerken, oder
neuer Sozietäten. Die historisch oft bediente Allegorisierung der
Sinne wendet sich für den Sehsinn hin zu den zeitgemäßen Formatierungen unserer Bildapparate und Smart Devices, deren Seitenverhältnis und Ausrichtung eine lange Konventionsgeschichte aufweist.
Für den Tastsinn, die Haptik, eröffnen sich vielfältige Allegorieformen in den Mikrogesten und Ritualen, mit denen wir Devices bedienen und die Fingerfertigkeit, mit Hilfe derer wir auf kleinsten
Apparaturen zu operieren im Stande sind.

ZUSAMMENHÄNGE. Manierismus als formgewordener Widerspruch
ist eine mögliche künstlerische Strategie für unser heute die das
Potential hat, sich einer neuen technoiden Klassik entgegenzusetzen und antiklassisch deren vorgegebene Instrumente, Devices
und damit einhergehende Ordnungen von Gesten und Handlungsabläufen auszuhebeln – nicht nur im haptischen Sinn, sondern
ebenso in Tesauros imaginären Sinn. Der Antiklassizismus referiert
nun nicht unbedingt gegen eine kunstimmanente Tradition, wie in
seiner historischen Erscheinungsform, sondern gegen die Scheinästhetisierung unserer Konsumräume zu Als–Ob–Galerieräumen,
unserer pseudo–minimalistischen Warenformen und schlussendlich gegen eine Warenform der Kunst selbst. Der anthropologische
Scharfsinn führt zu einer Kreativität der Kombinatorik: „Es sei daher
geboten, alles andere als einfach zu sein. Ein wahrer Dichter sei
derjenige, der fähig sei, <entfernteste Zusammenhänge miteinander
zu verbinden>.“3
Durch das aristotelische Fernrohr geblickt erkennen wir uns innerhalb einer zeitgenössischen Wunderkammer wieder – inmitten der
Komplizenschaft all jener Objekte, die sie in idiosynkratischer
Ordnung ausgestalten.

MANIERISMEN. Das anthropologische Phänomen einer Freude am
Scharfsinn, der Manierist verwendet dafür den lateinischen Begriff
der argutia (oder auch italienisch argutezza), erlaubt das manieristische Spiel an Idealformen und deren Verformung zu. So lautet die
Beschreibung im Brockhaus:

Streckung und Entkörperlichung der Figuren, Aufhebung
der Standfestigkeit, Steigerung des Gewandlebens, Erstarrung der Bewegungen, zugleich aber auch Komplizierung
der Ansichten, Mißachtung der Distanzen, Verunklärung der
Raumzusammenhänge, Brechung der Farbtöne brauchen
nicht notwendig Ausdrucksmittel des jenseitigen zu sein.
Der Manierismus brachte Bereicherungen des Ausdrucks,
die ihn zum Vorläufer des Barock gemacht haben, jedoch
haftet ihm oft genug auch Künstliches, Willkürliches und
Bizarres an.
Im Sinne des Manieristen besitzt der Mensch eine ursprüngliche
Freude an der Erkenntnis von Zusammenhängen in der Natur, deren
Formationen, Geometrien, Schwärmen, Zeitabläufen und daraus
ergibt sich für ihn in der Kunst die Möglichkeit eben solche Zusammenhänge, kraft seiner argutia, selbst herstellen: „Die „argutezza“
versteht sich als ein Ausdrucksmittel, ein Instrument, das darauf
abzielt, Inhalte nicht auf trivial–utilitaristische Weise zu vermitteln,
sondern auf ingeniös–reizvolle.“2 Sodann konstituiert sich diese
historische Form eines Konzeptismus, das Ausreizen einer Metapher,
das Weitherholen, die Pointensucht, wie es Curtius nennt, in
einer weit gefassten Zeitachse als Pate konzeptueller Kunst im
zeitgemäßen Sinn.
Endoten
1 Vgl. Arnold Hauser: Der Ursprung der modernen Kunst und Literatur. Die Entwicklung des
Manierismus seit der Krise der Renaissance, München: dtv wissenschaft, 1979, S. 7.
2 Vgl. http://www.argutezza.ch.
3 Emanuele Tesauro paraphrasiert von Gustav René Hocke: Die Welt als Labyrinth. Manier und
Manie in der europäischen Kunst, Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1957, S.14.
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